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Abstract
Social networks provide online platforms for individuals to express their opinions
and interact with others, and thereby generate huge volumes of social activities
(e.g., tweets, retweets, comments, like). Such social activities give rise to online
information di↵usion. Hawkes processes, in which the social event arrival rate explicitly depends on previous events, is a well-known statistical technique utilized
to model information di↵usion. However, existing information di↵usion framework
are oblivious to the impact of social psychology (e.g., conformity) on the di↵usion
process. In this thesis, we explore the interplay between conformity of individuals
and online information di↵usion under the framework of Hawkes processes. Intuitively, conformity refers to the inclination to align our attitudes and behaviors
with those around us.
We propose two novel probabilistic models, BRUNCH and PICTURE, to explore the
triggering relations among social events to describe “which activity triggers which
activities”. BRUNCH augments multivariate Hawkes processes (MHPs) by incorporating heterogeneous link functions, referred to as hybrid multivariate Hawkes
processes, to cope with diverse e↵ect of previous social activities on future activities. PICTURE models the phenomenon that the greater the influence of the
preceding activity to the following activity, the more likely there is a triggering link
between them. Based on these models of interactions between social activities, we
propose a novel conformity-aware Hawkes process-based framework called chassis
to characterize online information di↵usion. The work bridges the classical online
information di↵usion problem in data analytics with conformity from the domain
of social psychology. The key challenge is to quantitatively capture and exploit two
flavors of conformity, informational conformity and normative conformity, hidden
in activity sequences by utilizing the above mentioned trigger relations (i.e., di↵usion trees or branching structure) constructed from the activities. In summary, this
thesis revolves around the vision of the role of social psychology (e.g., conformity)
in modeling online information di↵usion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information di↵usion is a process by which information and ideas spread over a
network, creating a cascade. In particular, information di↵usion in social networks
continuously generates large-scale activities (e.g., share, post, tweet, retweet, like,
comment). These activities can be represented by asynchronous time-stamped sequences wherein each individual gives rise to a sequence of activities over time. In
such sequences, there exist abundant triggering relations between activities that
describe “which activity triggers which activity” [1, 2]. These relations are typically modeled as di↵usion trees [3, 4]. For example, consider the social network
in Figure 1.1(a) depicting follower-followee relationships. Figure 1.1(b) depicts
a sequence of activities over time, involving some of the users, represented as a
di↵usion tree. Observe that an activity (e.g., the post of U4 at time t41 ) may
trigger a succeeding activity (e.g., the comment of U5 at time t52 ) represented by
a unidirectional link between them. Such unidirectional links between activities
lead to di↵usion trees. Hence, di↵usion trees describe the information cascade
(a.k.a informational cascade) generated by the information di↵usion process. It is
paramount to model this information di↵usion process accurately as it underpins
a variety of downstream applications such as influence maximization (im) [5], viral
marketing [6, 7], rumour detection [8], user behaviour prediction [9].

1

2

1.1. Motivation
Probably best
action scenes I ever
got to see.

Mission
Impossible Fallout
is fantastic.

U1

U4

U5

U2

U1

U4

U7

I really like it. It is
visually stunning.

U7

It's great.
Really? I will see it
this Saturday.

U3

U5

U6

The film is very
interesting.

U2

U3

t41

(a) A social network

t52

t11

t31

t21

t71

t

(b) Di↵usion process

Figure 1.1: Information di↵usion.

1.1

Motivation

Social psychology is a branch of psychology, and concerns with how social influences a↵ect our thoughts, feelings and behaviors. Several studies have linked
conformity [10–12], a fundamental and well-studied concept in social psychology,
to the pivotal role it plays in the generation of information cascade [13, 14]. Intuitively, conformity refers to the inclination to align our attitudes and behaviors
with those around us. There are two flavors of conformity, namely informational
conformity and normative conformity [15]. The former occurs when people conform to peer views in an attempt to reach appropriate behaviors and attitudes
due to lack of relevant knowledge. The latter occurs because of the desire to be
accepted or that keep us from being isolated or rejected by others. For example,
consider Figure 1.1. It is indeed possible that although U3 is unaware of the movie
“Mission Impossible Fallout”, her response“It’s great” is same as others because she
chose to trust her friend U5 (i.e., informational conformity). On the other hand,
suppose U3 responds positively because she wants to please her friends even if she
dislikes the movie. Then, this is an example of normative conformity.
Since conformity plays a fundamental role in how online users respond to social
activities, it naturally influences the information di↵usion process. Consequently,
it is paramount for information di↵usion models to incorporate it.
Example 1.1. Influence maximization (im) aims to maximize the spread of information (or influence) in a network through activation of an initial set of k seed
nodes [5]. The dynamics of how information spreads in a network is guided by
an information di↵usion model. The Independent Cascade (ic) is one of the most

Chapter 1. Introduction
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well-studied information di↵usion models in this context [16]. In this model, in the
first step a seed node is activated and subsequently at any time-step i, each newly
activated node Ui gets one independent attempt to activate each of its outgoing
neighbors Uj with a probability pi,j , which is often set to

1
In(j)

where In(j) refers to

the in-degree of Uj [16]. Observe that the ic model is conformity-unaware as the
computation of pi,j disregards conformity of users.
Reconsider Figure 1.1(a). Based on the ic model, p5,3 =

1
3

and p5,2 = 1. Thus,

U2 is more likely to be activated by U5 than U3 . However, if we consider their
responses in Figure 1.1(b), U3 may exhibit higher degree of conformity to U5 than
U2 . Consequently, when conformity of individuals are taken into account, U3 is
more likely to be activated instead of U2 . Hence, a conformity-aware information
di↵usion model may potentially provide more accurate guidance to the im problem. As several existing information di↵usion models (e.g., ic) are based only on
the network structure, they fail to exploit information related to conformity of
individuals.
Despite the crucial role of conformity in online information di↵usion, research in
this arena is scarce. It is challenging to detect and quantify the two flavors of
conformity from social activities. First, the private beliefs of individuals may not
be exposed explicitly in the activities. For instance, U3 may not explicitly mention
in her post that she wants to please her friends or have not watched the movie.
Hence, it may not be possible to determine whether an individual is conforming to
another by simply searching for one’s beliefs in the posts. Second, conformity of
an individual may vary with the context. One may show high degree of conformity
for one topic of discussion (e.g., movies) but not another (e.g., politics). Hence,
any conformity computation technique needs to be context-sensitive. Third, the
knowledge of topology of a social network is insufficient to address this problem
as connectivities between individuals do not necessarily indicate manifestation of
social activities among them. For instance, some followers may rarely or never
interact with some of their followees, and some individuals may respond to some
other unconnected individuals in online discussions. For example, in Figure 1.1,
U5 may respond to a comment by U1 although they are not connected.

4

1.2. Key Research Contributions

1.2

Key Research Contributions

In this dissertation, we explore the interplay of conformity and online social activities for superior modeling of online information di↵usion. Since social activities
represent asynchronous time-stamped sequences, we deploy a well-known statistical technique called “Hawkes process” [17, 18], which is one special form of point
process⇤ [19] that has been utilized recently to model information di↵usion [1, 20].
We present a novel framework called Conformity-aware HAwkes proceSS-based
Information Di↵uSion (chassis) to characterize the underlying dynamics of online information di↵usion in the presence of conformity. To this end, we explore
two key research challenges in this dissertation as follows:
• Modeling and Inferring Diverse Social Activities. Di↵erent individuals

may exhibit completely di↵erent temporal characteristics during information
di↵usion. For example, in Twitter, one individual may be extremely interested in a popular topic and interact with her followers frequently whereas
another individual may take little interest in that topic and seldom respond
to his followers. As such, existing Hawkes process-based modeling techniques
are insufficient to capture diverse temporal characteristics hidden in di↵erent
sequences of social activities. We augment multivariate Hawkes processes
(MHPs) to address this problem by incorporating heterogeneous link functions, referred to as hybrid MHPs, allowing to cope with diverse e↵ect of
past events on future events in di↵erent sequences of social activities. Based
on this, we address the challenge of inferring branching structure (i.e., an
equivalent representation of Hawkes processes) hybrid MHPs to capture this
diverse sequence of social activities.

• Conformity-aware Information Di↵usion Model. Based on the pro-

posed model for social activities, we propose a novel information di↵usion
model that incorporates conformity of individual during information propagation. Recall that existing information di↵usion models are oblivious to
conformity of individuals during the propagation process, which may adversely impact the quality of the model. Specifically, we design a practical
semi-parametric approach to learn the model components from observed activity sequences as well as infer the di↵usion trees. We represent the di↵usion

⇤
Point processes are stochastic processes that are used to model events that occur at random intervals relative
to the time or space axis, and provide the statistical language to describe the timing and properties of events.

Chapter 1. Introduction
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trees by utilizing the aforementioned branching structure, which separates the
events in a Hawkes process into immigrants (i.e., events that arrive independently) and o↵springs (i.e., events triggered by existing events). Then we
quantify the two types of conformity by analysing the parent-child pairs of
events in the di↵usion trees. Extensive experiments with real-world datasets
show superior performance of chassis in modeling information di↵usion compared to several state-of-the-art conformity-oblivious techniques.

1.3

Thesis Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 introduces the basics of Hawkes processes to facilitate subsequent

exposition. A reader who is familiar with this concept may skip this chapter.

• Chapter 3 provides a literature review of existing online information di↵usion

modeling technologies and works that are at the intersection of conformity
and social influence.

• Chapter 4 introduces two probabilistic models, BRUNCH and PICTURE, to
explore the triggering relations among social activities. Essentially, we aim

to infer the branching structure of hybrid Multivariate Hawkes processes
(MHPs) to tackle diverse triggering patterns among social activities.
• In Chapter 5, we propose a novel conformity-aware model, chassis, under

the framework of MHPs to characterize the underlying dynamics of information di↵usion in the presence of conformity. The model bridges the classical
online information di↵usion problem with conformity from the domain of social psychology. Specifically, we construct di↵usion trees via inferring the
underlying triggering relations from the activity sequences based on the approaches developed in Chapter 4. Then we utilize parent-child pairs of social
activities in such di↵usion trees to quantify the two types of conformity, informational conformity and normative conformity. We develop an efficient
semi-parametric inference algorithm, wherein the parametric evaluation procedure assists in identifying conformity of individuals, and the non-parametric

6

1.3. Thesis Organization
procedure learns the triggering patterns flexibly in a data-driven way without
the need of prior domain knowledge.
• Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation, and discusses new challenges and open
directions for future work.

Proofs of all theorems and lemmas are given in the Appendix.

Chapter 2
Overview of Hawkes Processes
In this chapter, we briefly introduce the notion of Hawkes processes and in particular multivariate Hawkes processes (MHPs) to facilitate subsequent exposition.

2.1

Hawkes Processes

A point process on a time line is a random process for realization of the event times
t1 , t2 , . . . falling along the line where ti can be interpreted as the time of occurrence
of the i-th event. Specifically, many di↵erent types of activities generated in online
social networks can be represented as point processes, such as the times of tweets
and comments. Point process can be equivalently represented as a counting process
N = {N (t)|t 2 [0, T ]} over the time interval [0, T ] where N (t) records the number

of events up to time t. Let Ht be the history of events before time t. An important

way to characterize point processes is via the conditional intensity function, one
stochastic model for the time of the next event given all the times of previous
events. Formally, the conditional intensity function (t) (intensity, for short) is
the conditional probability of observing an event in a small time window [t, t + t]
given the history Ht ,
(t) = lim

E[N (t +

t)

N (t)|Ht ]

t
where two events coincide with probability 0, i.e., N (t +

(2.1)

t!0

t)

N (t) 2 {0, 1}.

Without loss of generality, the larger the intensity (t), the greater the likelihood
of observing an event in the time window [t, t +
7

t]. Point process-based models
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are useful for answering a variety of questions such as explaining the nature of
the underlying process, simulating future events, and predicting the likelihood and
volume of future events.
Suppose the point process’ conditional intensity function is of the form
X
(t) = 0 + ↵
(t tj )
tj 2Ht

Such a process N ( · ) is called Hawkes process [17].
incentive to generate events.

0

(2.2)

captures the long-term

(t) > 0 models temporal dependencies, and ↵ > 0

quantifies how the influence from each past event evolves over time, making the
intensity function depend on the history Ht . The terms self-exciting and selfinhibiting can be made precise by using the conditional intensity function. If an
arrival causes the conditional intensity function to increase then the process is said
to be self-exciting. Alternatively, if the conditional intensity function drops after
an arrival then the process is self-inhibiting, and the arrival times appear quite
temporally regular.

2.2

Multivariate Hawkes Processes

In this thesis, we focus on multivariate Hawkes processes (MHPs) [1], which contain
multi-dimensional coupled Hawkes processes. Specifically, an arrival in one dimension can a↵ect future arrivals in all dimensions [21, 22]. In information di↵usion,
each dimension represents one individual in a social network and an event represents one social activity. Hence, each Hawkes process corresponds to an individual
and the influence between them is captured by utilizing the mutually-exciting property of the multiple-dimensional MHPs. Formally, given M -dimensional MHPs, the
intensity of the i-th dimension takes the following form [1]:
XM X
↵ij ij (t tjl )
i (t) = µi +
j=1

tjl <t

(2.3)

where µi > 0 is the base intensity describing the arrival of exogenous events in the
P P
absence of the influence of any previous events. The term M
j=1
tjl <t ↵ij ij t
tjl represents the accumulation of endogenous intensity caused by history [23].
The coefficient ↵ij measures the influence from the j-th dimension to the i-th
dimension, allowing mutual excitation (↵ij > 0) and mutual inhibition (↵ij < 0).
The triggering kernel function

ij (t

tjl ) quantifies the triggering e↵ect from the

event tjl (i.e., tjl denotes the l-th arrival occurring in the j-th dimension) to the
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(c) Hawkes processes
Figure 2.1: 3-dimensional multivariate Hawkes processes: (a) Five social activities during a time interval. (b) Counting process over time for each individual.
N (t) increases by one when an activity happens. (c) Intensity functions.

occurrence rate of the i-th dimension. For example, in a social network, multiple
individuals interact with one another, and one’s events not only trigger her future
events but also trigger other individuals’ events. Such kernel functions can vary
a lot across di↵erent applications. Most of existing works use predefined kernel
functions with unknown parameters, such as the exponential kernels [1, 23–25] and
the power-law kernels [26].
These MHPs are limited to a specific scenario where a past arrival can only increase
the occurrence of future arrivals (i.e., mutual-exciting MHPs), and the corresponding link functions ⇤ to model links are linear (i.e., linear MHPs) [27, 28] as shown
in Eq.2.3. However, in reality, inhibitory arrivals and non-additive aggregation of
e↵ects from past arrivals are present [29]. For example, after starting a new game,
⇤
Link functions describe the dynamics of the comprehensive e↵ects from previous events in a variety of scenarios.
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people may be initially highly engaged, and share their experience with their friends
on Twitter frequently. However, the engagement will saturate at some point as they
become bored of the game. Such plateau pattern may not be captured by a simple
linear pattern. In another scenario, people will share numerous topics related with
their recent favourite idols. However, this interest may subside after a while. Such
cumulative influence from recent activities may grow fast than a linear model can
explain. Thus, linear MHPs are insufficient to capture several real-world scenarios
accurately. Consequently, MHPs associated with non-linear link functions, referred
to as non-linear MHPs [30], have been proposed where the e↵ects from past events
encompass both excitation and inhibition with the following intensities:
✓
◆
X
X
↵ij ij (t tjl )
i (t) = Fi µi +
j2[M ]

tjl <t

(2.4)

The link function Fi : R ! R+ , recognizes the triggering pattern of the i-th dimension over the historical events. The linear MHPs [17] is the case Fi (x) = x with
non-negative ↵ij for each dimension, while non-linear MHPs apply various Fi (x)

to guarantee the positive intensities. Modern work on non-linear Hawkes processes
is rarer than the original linear one. This is due to a combination of factors:
firstly, the generalisation is introduced relatively recently in [30]; and secondly, the
increased complexity acts as a major hindrance for simple investigation.
Figure 2.1 depicts one example of 3-dimensional multivariate Hawkes processes
which describe the behaviours from three individuals, U1 , U4 , and U5 , respectively.
Specifically, Figure 2.1(a) records the time-stamped events occurred on the three
individuals in a time interval, and Figure 2.1(b) shows the corresponding counting
process of each dimension. Figure 2.1(c) illustrates

i (t)

of the three individuals,

provoking di↵erent changes due to these activities (i.e., events). Observe that each
occurred activity causes a jump (up or down) in the intensity function. Each jump
is followed by a rapid decay governed by the kernel function.

Chapter 3
Literature Review
In this chapter, we first review representative techniques for modelling information
di↵usion that are most related to the thesis, as well as the deficiencies they su↵er
from in Section 3.1. Next, in Section 3.2, we survey the related work on research
that bridges conformity from social psychology with online social networks. Finally,
Section 3.3 presents representative applications of Hawkes processes for modelling
various aspects of online social networks.

3.1

Information Di↵usion Models

Recently, information di↵usion in online social networks has garnered increasing
research attention primarily due to the prevalence of online social platforms (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter). Exploring and understanding such di↵usion processes have significant value to many downstream applications, such as rumor detecting [31, 32],
viral marketing [33–35], behaviour prediction [36, 37], information source detection [38, 39] and influence maximization [40, 41]. From a research process view
[42], information di↵usion models can be broadly structured into two categories:
predictive models and explanatory models.
Predictive models are designed to discover and predict how the di↵usion process would present in online social networks. These models consider such di↵usion
process as one discrete random process occurred among nodes (i.e., individuals)
and can be divided into graph and non-graph-based approaches [42]. The former
11
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category includes a few seminal models, such as independent cascade (ic) model
[43] and linear threshold (lt) [44] model. They are proposed based on one static
graph structure wherein one node (i.e., individual) could be activated or not with
a probability. In particular, ic requires a di↵usion probability to be associated to
each edge (i.e., one relationship between individuals) whereas lt requires an influence degree to be defined on each edge and an influence threshold for each node.
Furthermore, ic/lt model has also been augmented with topic [45], economic theory [34], and spatial-temporal features [46] in estimating the information di↵usion.
Additionally, these graph-based models assume the information di↵usion process
proceeds iteratively in a synchronous and discrete time domain, starting from a
set of initially activated nodes. Subsequent models such as AsIC, AsLT [47], and
T-BaSIC (i.e., Time-Based Asynchronous Independent Cascades) [48] jettison such
assumption of synchronicity and assume that the propagation takes place in an
asynchronous and continuous time domain (i.e., the time stamps of the observed
data are not equally spaced).
Essentially, non-graph-based approaches assume any piece of information propagates like an epidemic without assuming the underlying graph structure of online social networks. Such approaches divided nodes (i.e., individuals) into several states: susceptible, infected (i.e., adopted the information) and recovered. si
(Susceptible-Infected) model [49], sis (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) model [50]
and sir (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model [51] are the three seminal models
wherein nodes change from one state to another state with a fixed probability, and
the percentage of nodes in each state is presented via simple di↵erential equations.
A series of ongoing improvements based on those seminal models are proposed. In
particular, [52] considers that information di↵usion does not regard individuals’
behaviours, but also the value of the information itself, and then develops s-seir
(Single layer-Suceptible Exposed Infected Removed) model. [53] propose the scir
(Suceptible Contacted Infected Removed) model by adding one contacted status.
[54] considers that various emotional information is di↵used while information is
transmitted among individuals, and proposes an esis (Emotional Suceptible Infected Suceptible) model.
Explanatory models aim to infer the underlying di↵usion path in order to retrace
and understand how one piece of information is propagated, and can be very helpful to understand how information spreads [42]. [55] proposes netinf to explore
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the structure of propagating cascades via exploring correlations in nodes infection
times. It assumes that activated nodes influence each of their neighbors independently with some probability, and such probability decays along with the di↵erence
of their activation time. Then [56] extends netinf to model the di↵usion process
as a spatially discrete network of continuous, conditionally independent temporal
process occurring at di↵erent rates. It proposes netrate to infer the pairwise
transmission rates and the di↵usion graph by formulating and solving a convex
maximum likelihood problem. However, those models assume that the underlying
network is static. In reality, the topology of online social network evolves over time
with the creation or deletion of nodes and edges (i.e., relationships between individuals). Consequently, [57] extends netrate and builds a time-varying inference
approach, infopath, to estimate the structure and temporal dynamics of a social
network.
Additionally, information di↵usion approaches based on influence analysis are very
significant. Such approaches can be classified into three categories [58]: individual
influence, community influence, and influence maximization.
Individual Influence. Most of the studies regarding individual influence focus on
mining opinion leaders. Such studies consider network structure, mutual information and individual attributes [59]. [60] mines the opinion leader by searching who
the tipping point node is in the information di↵usion. [61] develops a method to
search opinion leaders based on individuals’ own behaviour and interactions with
other individuals. [62] combines interactions between individuals and the topological structure of the network to find influential individuals that maximize the
information di↵usion and minimize the contagion time.
Community Influence. The key idea of community influence research is to detect
communities that have high influence within a social network w.r.t social links,
content, individual attributions, sentiment topics and others. [63] combines links
and content, and builds a PCL-DC approach based on a discriminative probabilistic
model. [64] proposes the Communities from Edge Structure and Node Attributes
(cesna) model for detecting communities. [65] develops a model based on trust
and interest similarity. Trust between two individuals is quantified by two hops
between source node and target node, whereas interest similarity is measured by
cosine similarity function.
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Influence Maximization. The key challenge of influence maximization research
is seeking the seeds nodes (i.e., individuals) in social networks. The common
approaches are based on influence probability, greedy algorithms and heuristics
algorithms. [66] proposes an Online Influence Maximization (oim) model wherein
the seed nodes are selected iteratively via an Explore-Exploit (ee) strategy based
on influence competition. [67] proposes a data-driven model leveraging the concept of meta-leaning to tackle the multi-round competitive influence maximization
problem on a social network. However, majority of such models are non-adaptive
and may not fit scenarios where influence campaigns appear over multiple rounds
or for scenarios where the network topologies and di↵usion patterns are partially
observed. As such, [68] builds an adaptive method to find individuals in a manner
which targets their influential neighbors. It can leverage the friendship paradox
in social networks: while individuals are often not influential, they often know
someone who is.
Most related research ignores the time sensitivity in terms of propagation delay
and duration. Furthermore, prior studies focus on static network topologies. In reality, individuals’ online/o✏ine status and their topic preferences are changing over
time. Considering individuals’ topic preferences and interaction delay, [69] develops a topic based time-sensitive dynamic di↵usion model. Besides, two algorithms,
topic-based time-sensitive greedy algorithm (ttg) and topic-based time-sensitive
heuristic algorithm (tth), are proposed to find the seed set, respectively.
Extensive research in social psychology suggests that humans will readily conform to the wishes or beliefs of others. Prior influence maximization models only
utilize an individuals ability to influence another but ignore conformity (a persons inclination to be influenced) of the individuals. To the end, [70] proposes
a conformity-aware cascade (c2 ) model which leverages on the interplay between
influence among individuals to obtain the influence probabilities of nodes. Additionally, they develops a variant model called c3 to support the context-specific
influence and conformity of individuals. Based on c2 and c3 , [70] proposes a greedy
algorithm to generate the seed set in very large real-world networks.
Timings and the magnitude of time intervals between social activities carry valuable information about di↵usion patterns. Temporal point processes are flexible
in modelling such asynchronous social activities located in continuous time. Recently, Hawkes processes, an important class of temporal point processes, with
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self/mutual exciting property (i.e., the occurrence of an activity will increase the
likelihood of another activity happening in the future), are widely investigated
to capture the “rich-get-rich” social phenomenon during online di↵usion. Typical studies include [20] which addresses the di↵usion network inference and meme
tracking simultaneously via applying mixture of Hawkes processes. [71] develops
a convex optimization approach to infer the underlying network of social influence
via modelling the recurrent activities at di↵erent individuals as multidimensional
Hawkes processes. Beside exploiting the observed timestamps when individuals
post information, leveraging textual information is valuable for understanding information di↵usion in social networks. Hence, [72] combines Hawkes processes and
topic models under a unified model referred to as the Hawkes Topic model (htm)
to explore the hidden information di↵usion pathways. However, only considering
self/mutually exciting nature of Hawkes processes is insufficient to capture other
real-world scenarios, such as the fact that inhibitory activities and non-additive
aggregation of e↵ects from past activities. To address such limitations, we focus
on Hawkes processes which encompass both excitation and inhibition in Chapter
4. Therein, we propose two approaches to infer the hidden di↵usion paths (i.e.,
the triggering relations among social activities).

3.2

Conformity in Online Social Networks

Psychologists have proposed a variety of definitions to encompass the social influence that conformity exerts in o✏ine social networks [73, 74]. Early studies
in conformity agree with the definition in [75] where conformity is described as a
behavioural response of compliance with social norms. Essentially, people identify the norms by observing a group’s behaviour or from the group pressure [75].
[73] simply defines conformity as yielding to group pressures. Such pressure makes
people conform to others’ expectation, and changes their own attitudes. [74] distinguishes between normative conformity and informational conformity, the former
(i.e., accuracy-oriented) is based on the desire to form an accurate interpretation of
reality and behave correctly and the latter (i.e., affiliation-oriented) is based on the
goal of obtaining social approval from others. Besides, [76] distinguishes between
three di↵erent types of conformity: internalization, identification and compliance.
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In particular, internalization occurs when one accepts influence because the information perceived to be instrumental and conductive, identification occurs when
one individual accepts influence because he wants to establish or maintain a satisfying self-defining relationship to another person or group, and compliance occurs
when one accepts influence because he expects to gain specific rewards or approval
and avoid specific punishment [76]. By the similar goal orientation, informational
and normative conformity are matched with such three types of conformity [61].
When people internalize the functional information, they reach the goal of informational conformity. When people identify with the identifiable information for self
maintenance or comply with the irrefutable information for the external reward,
they reach the goal of normative conformity.
Considerable theoretical, empirical and experimental studies [77–79] have been proposed to investigate the antecedents of conformity in terms of information source.
However, they are limited to physical communities. The rise of social media provides people with flexible platforms and unprecedented opportunities to communicate. Consequently, it is necessary to conduct in-depth research regarding conformity in online social networks. Conformity can be considered as a special type of
social influence [80]. Hence, research on conformity in online social networks can be
broadly classified into two categories, opinion dynamics and influence analysis. The
former [80] aims to calculate conformity parameters under three di↵erent notions
of individual, peer and group conformities. [81] leverages the underlying opinion
dynamics and the social graph to estimate individual conformity parameters. The
latter focuses on studying conformity during information di↵usion. The seminal
work [82] studies the interplay between influence and conformity of each individual in online social networks by analyzing the positive and negative relationships
between individuals. Subsequently, they involve the interplay between influence
and conformity in the context of influence maximization problem [70]. [83] adopts
group profiling in conformity-aware influence maximization problem. [80] formally
defines the problem of conformity influence analysis in social networks and proposes a Confluence model to quantify the e↵ect of di↵erent conformity factors. The
above two studies are data-driven but could not accurately quantify individuals’
conformity if their historical activities are sparse. As such, [84] solves the challenge
by allowing to mine the correlation between individuals’ hidden roles and conformity tendency. In particular, the work formalizes conformity influence in terms
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of a utility function, and then incorporate the utility function into a probabilistic
topic model.
The impact of conformity on online information di↵usion still remains an open
challenge, which is orthogonal to the aforementioned e↵orts. Exploring and undertanding what would happen when conformity meets online information di↵usion
is the motivation for our research in Chapter 5. We quantify the two flavors of
conformity, informational and normative, by utilizing di↵usion trees (i.e., triggering relations among social activities in Chapter 4). Then we propose a novel
conformity-aware Hawkes process-based framework to model online information
di↵usion.

3.3

Hawkes Processes in Online Social Networks

Lastly, we report recent work on the usage of Hawkes processes to model various aspects of online social networks. We classify the discussions into four categories, namely, inferencing underlying network structure using Hawkes-based models, modelling user activities, inferring branching structure of Hawkes processes to
model interactions, and Hawkes-based clustering of interacting individuals. We
discuss them in turn.

3.3.1

Inference of Network Structure

Information spreads across social networks, but often the network structure is hidden from us and we only observe the temporal traces left by the di↵usion processes.
Discovering latent structure underlying di↵usion processes not only reveals interpretable interaction patterns of human dynamics, but also provides insight into
stability of the network evolution.
[85] introduces one of the earliest algorithms for discovering latent networks from
cascades of activities. They develop a highly scalable approximate inference algorithm, but they do not explore the potential of random network models or
emphasize the point process nature of the data. [86] adapts the latent variable
formulation and leverages the generality of the Aldous-Hoover formalism [87, 88]
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to build a flexible model and inference algorithm for Hawkes processes with structured interaction networks in a fully-Bayesian inference algorithm. Meanwhile, the
proposed framework supports log Gaussian Cox process background rates to model
the unobserved exogenous identities. [89] combines Hawkes processes and the Infinite Relational Model (a specific exchangeable graph model with an Aldous-Hoover
representation) to cluster processes and discover interactions. [90] applies Hawkes
processes to gang incidents in Los Angeles. They develop a spatial Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for process identities, but do not explore structured network
priors.
Recently, [91] develops a stochastic EM algorithm for Hawkes processes, leveraging
similar conjugacy properties, but without network priors. [1] has developed a
promising optimization-based approach to discovering low-rank networks in Hawkes
processes, similar to some of the above mentioned network models. [92] derives a
partial likelihood inference algorithm for Hawkes processes with a similar emphasis
on structural patterns in the network of interactions. They provide an estimator
capable of discovering homophily and other network e↵ects. All the viewed models
only allow for purely excitatory interactions.
To generalize these models and avoid their limitations, [93] proposes a new approach to analyse the theoretical properties of the Hawkes process in the presence
of inhibitory relationships. That is, it allows an activity to increase or decrease the
occurrence of future activities. Because the cluster Poisson process representation
for the Hawkes process is not applicable in the presence of inhibitory relationships,
[93] instead employs a thinning process representation, and establishes a concentration inequality for second-order statistics of the Hawkes process.
A few of non-linear Hawkes process models [30] have been introduced to provide
more flexibility in explaining the real-world phenomena. [27] applies the multidimension Isotonic Hawkes processes with a flexible non-linear link function to
recover the latent network structures. However, it rigorously shows that only under
mild assumptions of the monotonicity, the non-linear model could converge to the
global optimal solution. In [94], the intensity function of Hawkes process is viewed
as a non-linear function of the history, and is parameterized using a recurrent neural
network.
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Learning. We assume that the underlying network structure depends on the
coefficient ↵ij . If ↵ij is greater than 0, we predict that there is one connection
between Ui and Uj . Hence, learning the underlying network structure reduces to
identifying the non-zero coefficient ↵ij in Eq.2.3. Existing methods for this task can
be classified into moment-based [95] approach and intensity-based [1, 96] approach.
The moment-based approach has been studied by a number of researchers, in setting with low dimension n in [95, 97, 98] and high dimension n in [99]. Existing
theoretical results consider the setting in which the total dimension n is fixed,
and multiple independent realizations of the Hawkes process are available [95].
Some other approaches, such as ML estimation [1, 100], EM algorithm [101], nonparametric estimation techniques proposed in [102], either require i.i.d. samples
or are limited to the class of symmetric Hawkes processes. However, the proposed
algorithm in [95] allows one to learn the support of the excitation matrix in a larger
class of matrices in the absence of i.i.d. samples.
The intensity-based estimation approaches mainly fit the Hawkes process-based
models by maximizing the likelihood [103] or by minimizing the squared error loss
[104]. Recently, proposals have also been made to recover the networks using a
Bayesian framework, with a sparsity-inducing prior [86] or a random network prior
[89]. [94] introduces the likelihood-free corresponding learning methods, and proposes the Wasserstein-distance training of RNN point process models for sequence
generation learning.

3.3.2

Modelling User Activities

Prediction of Future Activities. Recent Hawkes process-based user activity
models, such as [105], mainly consider how to design the intensity functions to
predict the future behaviour. Steering user activities by adding external incentives
to the base intensity of Hawkes processes is first considered in [23]. In [106], the
authors manage to derive a linear connection between a time-varying base intensity and the overall network exposure of the campaign for the first time ever, and
develop a convex optimization framework for exposure shaping, deriving the necessary incentives to reach a global exposure pattern in the network. [107] proposes
a Hawkes process based framework to capture opinion dynamics. Recently, the
time-dependent Hawkes processes in [108] are proposed to predict the future time
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evolution of the popularity of a tweet based on self-exciting Hawkes processes. [109]
constructs a neurally selfmodulating multivariate point process in which the intensities of multiple activity types evolve according to a novel continuous-time LSTM
[110] to predict which type of activity will happen next and when. Additionally,
past activities are allowed to either excite or inhibit future activities. Whereas
Hawkes process sums the time-decaying influences of past activities, the neural
Hawkes process sums the time decaying influences of the LSTM nodes. [111] proposes the DeepHawkes model to integrate the high prediction power of end-to-end
deep learning technique into interpretable factors of Hawkes process for popularity
prediction on online social platform.
[112] models the spread of fake news and mitigation activities within the network
via multivariate Hawkes processes with additional exogenous control terms. By
choosing a feature representation of states, defining mitigation actions and constructing reward functions to measure the e↵ectiveness of mitigation activities, the
authors map the problem of fake news mitigation into the reinforcement learning
framework, and then develop a policy iteration method unique to the multivariate
networked point process, with the goal of optimizing the actions for maximal total
reward under budget constraints. While the previous work considers networks with
only a single process, the model in [112] focuses on optimizing a mitigation process
with respect to a second competing process.
Activity Di↵usion Guiding. [113] presents a generic framework to control the
stochastic intensity function of Hawkes process, such that a non-linear Stochastic
Di↵erential Equations (SDE) driven by the Hawkes process is steered towards a
target state. The authors exploit the measure-theoretic view of the stochastic
intensity control problem, derive an analytical form of the optimal measure, and
compute the optimal policy using a KL divergence objective. However, they deal
with open loop setting where learned models are applied mainly for prediction, but
user feedback and newly generated data are not taken into account. [114] provides a
general way to reformulate multivariate Hawkes process based user activity models
into SDEs, which allows us to bring in tools from stochastic control to address
the close loop activity guiding problem. Meanwhile, the method also provides an
efficient way to guide user activities over time-varying networks with link creation
and node birth processes.
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Branching Structure of Hawkes Processes

In asynchronous activity sequences, the branching structure parses an interaction
into chains of responses following from each spontaneous activity, and records the
information on which activity triggers which other activities.
Hawkes and Oakes [18] have studied the stability of linear self-exciting point processes, and constructed the correspond stationary point process as cluster Poisson
processes (i.e., branching processes). Such representation has recently been revisited in the context of multivariate Hawkes processes by [86]. The following four
statistical assumptions establish the equivalence between the branching structure
and the Hawkes processes given in Equations 2.3 [18, 24, 115].
• The number of exogenous activities of individual Ui over the interval [0, T ] is a
Poisson process with rate µi ;

• The number of self-triggering to each activity tik over the interval [tik , T ] is a
Poisson processes with rate ↵ii

ii (t

tik );

• The number of cross-triggering to each activity tik over the interval [tii , T ] is a
Poisson processes with rate ↵ji

ji (t

tik ) and i 6= j.

• All of the Poisson processes in Assumptions 1 ⇠ 3 are independent.
Hence, the linear Hawkes process can be represented as a sum of independent
processes, or clusters. Theoretical properties of the Hawkes process can then be
investigated by studying the properties of independent clusters. [104, 116] propose
recent applications of the cluster Poisson process representation. [117] views each
activity as belonging to one of aforementioned Poisson processes, namely those for
exogenous activities, self-triggerings, or cross-triggering. The distribution of each
process is known to be of the Poisson family, and [117] desires the parameters of
these distributions. Based on this analogy, it is intuitive to introduce a missing
variable that identifies the process to which each activity belongs and proceed by
means of the EM algorithm.
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Clustering

The asynchronous activity sequences are likely to have clustering structure, i.e.,
they are generated via di↵erent Hawkes processes but the activity sequences exhibiting similar triggering patters can be characterized as a cluster. For instance,
on Twitter, the behaviours of individuals (e.g., when and what they tweet, retweet,
like) form a large number of asynchronous activity sequences. The triggering patterns of behaviour categories in the sequences reflect their personal preferences.
Furthermore, individuals having similar preferences can be clustered according to
the similarity of their triggering patterns.
The clustering methods can be categorized into feature-based methods, which are
based on learned or pre-defined features. A typical example is the work in [118]: a
Gaussian process-base multi-task learning method is proposed to learn the patterns
of the activity sequences from predefined features. Similarly, the method in [119]
also applies multi-task learning algorithm, which extracts the features of multivariate Hawkes processes simultaneously and then learns the clusters via k-means.
However, these methods cannot decide the number of clusters automatically. [119]
proposes another feature-based clustering method based on a novel point process
model, namely multi-task multivariate Hawkes process. It firstly applies MHPs
to learn features of the activity sequences, and then cluster the activity sequences
accordingly. As the activity sequences in the same cluster should share implicit
relatedness, it learns the MHPs model under the multi-task learning framework in
[120, 121], then, imposes sparse and low-rank constraints on the tensor of the infectivity matrices so as to induce the clustering structure of the activity sequences,
and proposes an e↵ective algorithm that takes advantage of alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM), majorization minimization and Euler-Lagrange
equations to solve the learning problem.
To make concrete progress, [122] proposes a model-based clustering method. In
particular, it proposes a Dirichlet Mixture model of Hawkes Processes (DMHP),
where each activity sequence belonging to one cluster is modelled via a specific
Hawkes process, di↵erent clusters have di↵erent Hawkes processes accordingly, and
the prior distribution of the Hawkes processes is decided via a Dirichlet process.
Meanwhile, [122] proposes a variational Bayesian inference algorithm to learn the
DMHP model e↵ectively, avoiding the time-consuming sampling step in the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach in [24]. The convergence of the learning
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algorithm is investigated, and an adaptive inner-outer iteration strategy is applied
to the method based on open-loop control theory.
However, there is a gap between the applications and theory of clustering for the
Hawkes process: the above existing models cannot accommodate the presence of
inhibitory influence between activity data. [93] considers single linkage clustering
[123] for the Hawkes process via a similarity measure based on a smooth estimator
of the cross-covariance.

Chapter 4
Branching Structure Inference
Prior work on multivariate Hawkes processes (MHPs) assume that all dimensions
take the same link functions i.e., either linear or non-linear MHPs (homogeneous
MHPs). That is, all entities⇤ follow roughly the same temporal characteristics.
Specifically, one entity could record one individual’s activities (e.g., tweet, retweet,
comment, share) in online social networks. However, in reality, di↵erent entities
may exhibit completely di↵erent temporal characteristics. For instance, in Twitter, one individual may be extremely interested in one popular topic and interact
with her followers frequently whereas another individual may take little interest
in that topic and seldom respond to his followers. In such scenario, the cumulative influence from recent activities for the former individual (an exponential link
function could explain such fast-growing e↵ect) is clearly di↵erent from the one
for the latter (a linear link function could model such characteristics adequately).
Hence, homogeneous MHPs are insufficient to capture diverse temporal characteristics hidden in di↵erent sequences of activities. In this work, we augment MHPs
to address this problem by incorporating heterogeneous link functions, referred to
as hybrid MHPs, allowing to cope with diverse e↵ect of past activities on future
activities.
The goal of this chapter† is to devise an inference strategy that can handle hybrid
MHPs by relaxing the above mentioned requirements to explore the corresponding
branching structure. Such branching structure describes the underlying triggering
relations among social activities (i.e., which event triggers which events) which
⇤
†

In the sequel, we shall use the terms “entities” and “dimensions” interchangeably.
The work in this chapter has been published in [124, 125].
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would enable us to obtain better understanding and predictions of online information di↵usion.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we provide a detailed
background information of branching structure to facilitate subsequent exposition.
In Section 4.2, we introduce our BRUNCH model to handle hybrid MHPs. In order
to improve the inference efficiency of the model, we further present PICTURE in
Section 4.3. We report exhaustive performance study of these models in Section 4.4.
The last section concludes this chapter. In the next chapter, we shall exploit our
proposed branching structure inference model for conformity-aware information
di↵usion modelling.

4.1

Branching Structure of Hawkes Processes

The events in MHPs are classified as either immigrants or o↵spring. An immigrant
event arrives independently of other events, while an o↵spring event is triggered by
a previous event [24, 115, 126]. In the sequel, we refer to an immigrant together
with its o↵spring as a cascade. That is to say, in each cascade, the events that are
directly or indirectly connected to a specific immigrant form the cascade of o↵spring
with that immigrant. The collection of triggering relations in cascades are called
branching structure [19, 24, 115, 126], which is very useful in various applications.
For example, in ecology it can be applied to describe the growth of wildlife populations in terms of subsequent generations of o↵spring due to each immigrant [24], in
social influence analysis it can construct the narrative of information di↵usion [127]
to pave the way for strategies to encourage or limit individual behaviours [128, 129],
and in disease control it is interpreted as the number of people contaminated by
each subsequent carrier [19].
The equivalent branching structure representation of linear MHPs is in the form of
cluster Poisson processes [18]. Accordingly, the i-th dimension of the linear MHPs
takes the intensity
i (t)

= µi +

XM X
j=1

tjl <t

↵ij

ij

t

tjl

(4.1)

Specifically, the immigrant events of the i-th dimension follow a Poisson process
with a locally integrable intensity function µi . Each immigrant starts one cascade,
which consists of o↵spring events of the 1, 2nd , 3rd , · · · generation, controlled by
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the endogenous intensity in Eq. 4.1 [130]. Figure 4.1(a) elucidates the branching structure of two cascades, wherein the nodes of di↵erent shapes represent the
events from di↵erent dimensions, and the arrows denote the parent-child relations
between such events. In the cascade associated with the immigrant event t11 ,
the first generation o↵spring t41 stems from a non-homogeneous Poisson process
with intensity ↵41

41

t

t11 (i.e., mutual-triggering) for t > t11 , and t12 comes

from another non-homogeneous Poisson process with intensity ↵11

11

t

t11 (i.e.,

self-triggering) for t > t11 , respectively. Each of these first generation events again
triggers a non-homogeneous Poisson process in a similar way, etc. The events which
are directly or indirectly connected to the immigrant t11 form a cascade. Similar,
t23 and its o↵spring {t31 , t32 , t33 } form another cascade. Unfortunately, such cluster Poisson process representation can only be applied to linear MHPs due to the
mutually exciting assumption. Nonlinear MHPs cover both mutual excitation and
mutual inhibition stochastically. Consequently, existing approaches [1, 2, 24, 126]
based on the cluster Poisson process representation cannot be adopted to infer the
branching structure of hybrid MHPs.
N (t)

i
Suppose that Xi (t) = {tik }k=1
denotes the i-th event sequence during a time

window [0, t], and then Xt = {Xi (t)}i2[M ] is the collection of events from M entities

(i.e., dimensions) during [0, t]. We model such sequences Xt via M -dimensional
hybrid MHPs, and the i-th dimension takes the following conditional intensity
function:
i (t)

✓

= Fi µi +

XM X
j=1

tjl <t

↵ij

ij

t

tjl

◆

(4.2)

The link function Fi : R ! R+ , recognizes the triggering pattern of the i-th dimension over the historical events. Specifically, we allow each dimension of hybrid

MHPs to take a personalized link function to capture the diverse temporal characteristics of di↵erent entities in real-world scenarios. The corresponding branchN (t)

i
ing structure could be represented by the variable set K = {{(Zik , Pik )}k=1
}i2[M ]

mathematically, such that‡

* Zik = tik if event tik is an immigrant; and Zik = tjl if event tjl triggers tik ; and
* Pik = {thm , trs , . . .} if there are some events {thm , trs } triggered by tik ; otherwise,
Pik = ?.

‡
We do not consider the case that an arbitrary tik is triggered by several events, which can
be hardly found in practice (e.g., Facebook, Twitter).
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Z11=t11 Z12=t11
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Z22=t21
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cluster link
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Z32=t31

Z42=t41
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D1
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Z33=t31
t22
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t32
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Time

(a) Branching Structure

(b) one example of BRUNCH

Figure 4.1: (a) An example of branching structure of MHPs (top) and the
events on the time axis (bottom); (b) illustration of branching structure from
BRUNCH. Nodes of di↵erent shapes represent events from di↵erent dimensions.

Our objective is to infer the corresponding branching structure of the hybrid MHPs,
that is to infer (Zik , Pik ) for each event. Consider Figure 4.1(a). Directed links
sketch an example of branching structure. Z11 = t11 indicates the event t11 is an
immigrant, and Z12 = t21 shows t11 triggers t12 . Z32 = t31 and Z33 = t31 lead that
P31 = {t32 , t33 }, denoting that t31 triggers t32 and t33 successively.
Furthermore, we need to ensure that both the mean time for the appearance of
an o↵spring event and the mean number of o↵spring are finite. Therefore, hybrid
MHPs should satisfy the stability and uniqueness condition (Theorem 7 and TheR +1
R +1 R
orem 8 of [30]): (a) 0 t|↵ij ij (t)|dt < 1; (b) lims!+1 s du R |↵ij ij (u
v)|Nj (dv) = 0.

In this chapter, we propose two probabilistic modes, BRUNCH and PICTURE, to
infer the branching structure of hybrid MHPs.

4.2

The BRUNCH Model

Although the traditional Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) [131] provides a flexible class of distributions that is amenable for modelling dependencies between
elements, the exchangeability assumption here is problematic for elements with
temporal dependencies. This is because events in MHPs occur at di↵erent time
points, and are nonexchangeable. In addition, in our problem setting the influence
that determines the pairwise dependencies between events is not homogeneous
within and across di↵erent sequences. Intuitively, it is natural to quantify the influence via the triggering kernels in Eq. 4.2. In order to tackle these issues, we
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present the BRUNCH model, which is based on intensity-driven Chinese restaurant
processes (intCRP), a new variant of CRP that allows a number of intensity-driven
distributions as priors on triggering relations between events.

4.2.1

Model Details

An immigrant event may generate its o↵spring possibly located in multiple sequences. That is to say, the events in one cascade could stem from di↵erent dimensions. Note that in addition to the triggering relations obtained from singlesequence intCRP, we need to capture the cross-sequence triggering relations among
events. To this end, BRUNCH allows us to identify the possible dependencies
among multi-dimensional event sequences in hybrid MHPs. Specifically, it presents
a class of prior distributions over branching structure according to intCRP, which
has nested structure, inner intCRP and outer intCRP. Briefly, the inner intCRP
identifies the possible triggering relations in each sequence independently, which
are referred to as event links. Linked events in each sequence form one cluster.
Subsequently, outer intCRP captures the potential cross-sequence triggering relations, referred to as cluster links, which connects parent events with children
from cross-sequence clusters.
In particular, we resort to the Chinese Restaurant metaphor to describe the generative process of event links and cluster links in BRUNCH. Imagine a collection of
event sequences as a collection of restaurants, and the events in each sequence as
customers entering a restaurant. The linked events in each sequence compose one
cluster, and such clusters correspond tables. Figure 4.1(b) illustrates this process.
Note that in traditional CRP, the probability of a customer sitting at a table is
computed from the number of other customers already sitting at that table.

4.2.1.1

Event Link Construction

In each sequence, if one event is an immigrant, there exists one self-link with itself;
otherwise, there exists a triggering dependency for the event. For instance, if event
til generates event tik , the link from til to tik is created spontaneously. The inner
intCRP assigns event link til ! tik in a biased way, according to the following

cluster-specific distribution:
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Pr(til ! tik |⇢i , Ai ) /

(

Ailk tik > til

(4.3)
⇢i tik = til
where self-affinity ⇢i = µi yields new immigrant events, and larger self-affinity
favors more cascades. Ailk describes how the affinity between a pair of events a↵ects
the probability for event til triggering tik . In accordance with the propagation
characteristics described by hybrid MHPs, child events tend to be generated by
preceding events with stronger triggering e↵ect. We define Ailk as the product
of two parts: f w (til , tik ) and f d (til , tik ). For a window size W , we set the decay
function f w (til , tik ) such that for tik til < W, f w (til , tik ) = 1, and zero otherwise. It
determines the probability to link with events that are at most W timespan away,
and disregards the historical events as time progresses. Intuitively, the possible
links existing between events that are far away from each other are negligibly
rare. For f d (til , tik ), we apply the self-triggering kernel f d (til , tik ) = ↵ii

ii (tik

til )

which decays the probability of connecting events along with the timespan to the
current one. Consequently, the event links Bi = {til ! tik |k = 1, 2, · · · , Ni (T ), l 2

{1, 2, · · · , k}} in i-th dimensional sequence assign events into clusters, where two
events are assigned to the same cluster if and only if one is reachable from the
other by traversing the directed links. Once the event link til ! tik is determined,
we can obtain the corresponding branching structure Zik = til within sequences.

4.2.1.2

Cluster Link Construction

Intuitively, the collection of event links B = {B1 , B2 , · · · , BM } from all entities
divide the sequences X into the collection of clusters C(B). The outer intCRP
assigns cluster link s ! g according to the following cascade-specific distribution:
Pr(s ! g|A(C(B))) / Ags (C(B))

g 6= s

(4.4)

Analogously, define Ags (C(B)) = f (g, s) via involving the mutual-triggering kernels
to measure the the pairwise affinity between cross-sequence events:
f (g, s) =

max

tik 2s,tik <tje

|↵ij |

ij (tje

tik )

(4.5)

where tje = min{tjl |tjl 2 g}. That is, if and only if one event (i.e., tik ) in cluster

s generates the earliest event in cluster g, there exists a cluster link s ! g. In

particular, self-loop cluster link is non-existent. Once the cluster link s ! g is deS
termined, we could construct the equivalent branching structure Pik = Pik {tje }.
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Figure 4.2: Sampling event links in Panel (a) lead a chain of merges and split to
the current event links and cluster links, and construct new branching structure
in Panel (b).

Summarizing, we construct the complete branching structure K = {(Zik , Pik )}
via scanning the obtained event links B and cluster links C.

A collection of cluster links C = {s ! g|g, s 2 C(B)} assigns clusters into cascades.
We represent one cascade as one set of events. Let Zik denote the cascade associated
with event tik , and Z = {Zik |i = 1, 2, · · · , M ; k = 1, 2, · · · , Ni } records the final

cascade assignments. Notice that events tik and tjl belong to one cascade (i.e.,
Zik = Zjl ) if and only if they are reachable via combinations of event links and

cluster links. Given the final collection of links (B, C), we denote I(B, C) as the
collection of cascades resulting from event links B and cluster links C. We initial
the Hawkes likelihood parameters ⇥1:M = {µi , ↵ij ,

ij }i,j2[M ]

⇠ ⇡( ) where

are

the hyper-parameters, and ⇡( ) is the collection of distributions.

The central goal of BRUNCH is to infer the posterior distribution of the latent links
(B, C), given a collection of time-stamped events. It places a prior distribution over
a combinatorial number of possible event links and cluster links, according to inner

intCRP (Eq. 4.3) and outer intCRP (Eq. 4.4), respectively. Intuitively, applying
Bayes’s Theorem, the posterior distribution takes the form Pr(B, C|X) =

Pr(X,B,C)
.
Pr(X)

Unfortunately, we cannot compute Pr(X). Hence, the posterior inference of links
is intractable. To address this, in the following section we present two strategies
that approximately infer the posterior distribution.

4.2.2

Model Inference

As the number of event links and cluster links varies with the observed events,
we need to undertake Bayesian inference over a link set of unknown cardinality.
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Moreover, changes over event links may induce subsequent changes to other event
links and current cluster links. To this end, we propose the Monte Carlo-based
inference approach that leverages the triggering nature of hybrid MHPs to sample
event links and cluster links.

4.2.2.1

Monte Carlo-based Inference Approach (MEDIA)

We aim to construct a Markov chain whose stationary distribution is the target
posterior distribution Pr(B, C|X). The state of the chain is represented by (B, C),
a collection of links over event sequences. Furthermore, event links B and cluster
links C are strongly coupled, that is, sampling event links could trigger a chain

of merges and splits to the current structure, as shown in Figure 4.2. In view of
this, we design the Monte Carlo-based inference approach, which involves two key
phases: (a) sampling event links B via a Metropolis-Hastings rule, which possibly

bring changes to current cluster links C, and then (b) update cluster links C via a
Gibbs sampler. We elaborate on them in turn.

Sampling event links. Let current links be (B, C). After sampling one event
˜ The iterative procedure runs
link, the reconstructed links are denoted as (B̃, C).
until approaching the stationary distribution as follows:

1. Using the current links B, sample a candidate link set B̃ from the transition
˜ B, C);
probability q(B̃, C|X,
˜ Calculate the acceptance probability ⌘(B̃, C|X,
˜ B, C)
2. Sampled B̃ leads to cluster links C.
for the candidate set B̃,

⇢

˜
˜
Pr(X, B̃, C)q(B,
C|X, B̃, C)
,1
˜ B, C)
Pr(X, B, C)q(B̃, C|X,
Notice that we are considering the ratio of Pr(B, C|X) under two di↵erent struc˜ B, C) = min
⌘(B̃, C|X,

tures, so the denominator Pr(X) is eliminated.

Theorem 4.1. The above Metropolis-Hastings rule satisfies detailed balance.
Based on Theorem 4.1, we can guarantee the resulting Markov chain converges to
a stationary distribution uniquely [132]. BRUNCH provides a joint distribution for
a collection of events and current links as following:
Pr(X, B, C) = Pr(B) Pr(C|B) Pr(X|B, C)

(4.6)
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If one event is an o↵spring, it has only one parent event that triggers it. So once
the affinity functions in inner intCRP are predefined, the generated event links are
conditionally independent. Furthermore, event links divide all events into clusters.
Hence, once the event links and the affinity functions in outer intCRP are predefined,
the generated cluster links are conditionally independent. That is to say, event
links B are conditionally independent given (⇢1:M , A1:M ), and cluster links C are
conditionally independent given (B, A(C(B))), thereby causing the independent
cascades. As a consequence, the joint distribution on events and links equals to:
Pr(X, B, C|⇢1:M , A1:M , A, )
Y

=

I2I(B,C)

Pr(tZ=I | )

Ni Y
M Y
k
Y
i=1 k=1 l=1

(4.7)
s2C(B)
i

Pr(til ! tik |⇢i , A )

Y

tik 2g

Pr(s ! g|Ags (C(B)))

The activities belonging to cascade
Z YI are represented as tZ=I , hence,
Pr(tZ=I | ) =
Pr(tik |⇥1:M )d⇡(⇥1:M | )
Zik =I

(4.8)

where the parameter set ⇥ could be drawn from pre-determined distributions associated with the hyper-parameters . Hence, the above integral is tractable. Based
on the hybrid MHPs associated with conditional intensity (Eq. 4.2), we derive the
conditional probability density [126] that an event occurs at time tik is:
✓ Z tik
◆
1:M
1:M
1:M
Pr(tik |Zik = I, ⇥ ) = i (tik |Zik = I, ⇥ ) · exp
)ds (4.9)
i (s|⇥
0
Rt
where the integral 0 ik i (s|⇥1:M )ds is not always analytically integrable w.r.t. various link functions of hybrid MHPs. To address the issue, we perform the discretizaRt
P
tion and yield the approximation: 0 i (s|⇥1:M )ds = nm=1 (tm tm 1 ) i (tm ).
We describe how replacing an event link a↵ects the current collection of links (B, C),
and there are four cases:

1. Split. One child event has only one parent event. If adding event link tik ! tik

breaks the existing link til ! tik and divides tik and til into two clusters, it
shows that event tik is an o↵spring. Moreover, there are no existing clusters to
be merged after sampling event link tik ! til0 . Thus, the new cluster including
til has the same incoming cluster links as the previous cluster containing both tik

and til . We assume that the incoming links are independently linked to the new
cluster with equal probability. New cluster s including tik collects its outgoing
cluster links Cs according to the distribution Pr(Cs |X, B̃, C s , A(C(B̃))) where
C

s

represents the set of cluster links excluding the ones s ! g, g 2 C(B̃). Then,
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the transition probability is:
˜ B, C) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai ) · 0.5|Ctik [Ctil | Pr(Cs |X, B̃, C s , A(C s (B̃)))
q1 (B̃, C|X,

(4.10)

wherein |Ctik [ Ctil | records the number of incoming cluster links for the previous

cluster containing both tik and til . We calculate Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai ) according
to Eq. 4.3.

2. Split and Merge. Adding event link tik ! tik breaks existing link til ! tik .
Moreover, the cluster including event tik and the cluster including event til0

are merged after sampling event link tik ! til0 . Thus, the outgoing cluster
links of new cluster retain the outgoing cluster links of the old cluster including

til0 , and the incoming cluster links of new cluster combine the incoming cluster
links connecting to the cluster including tik and the cluster including til0 . The
transition probability is:
˜ B, C) = q(tik ! til0 ) · 0.5|Ctik [Ctil |
q2 (B̃, C|X,

(4.11)

Also, the incoming cluster links are assumed to be assigned to the new merged
cluster equally. When the sampling link tik ! til0 merges two clusters from one
cascade,

q(tik ! til0 ) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai )

(4.12)

Otherwise, when tik ! til0 merges two clusters from di↵erent cascades, it naturally combines the two cascades. Hence,
Pr(XZ 1 =Zik [ XZ 2 =Zil0 |Zik 6= Zil0 , )
q(tik ! til0 ) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai ) ·
W1 · W2
(4.13)
wherein W1 = Pr(XZ 1 =Zik |Zik 6= Zil0 , ), and XZ 1 =Zik represents the events

in the cascade Zik excluding the events in the cascade Zil0 . Similarly, W2 =
Pr(XZ 2 =Zil0 |Zik 6= Zil0 , ), and XZ 2 =Zil0 denotes the events in the cascade Zil0
excluding the events in the cascade Zik .

3. Merge. After adding event link tik ! tik , if there is no new cluster to appear,
it shows that event tik is an immigrant. Moreover, sampling event link tik ! til0
causes two existing clusters to be merged. Hence, the transition probability is:
˜ B, C) = q(tik ! til0 )
q3 (B̃, C|X,

(4.14)

Considering the two merged clusters come from one cascade or two cascades,
˜ B, C).
q(tik ! til0 ) is analogous to the analysis of q2 (B̃, C|X,

4. No Change. There is no new cluster after setting tik ! tik , and also no merge
after sampling event link tik ! til0 . In this case, the corresponding transition
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probability is:
˜ B, C) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai )
q4 (B̃, C|X,

(4.15)

Obviously, after sampling each event link, the resulting split (i.e., case (1)) and
merge (i.e., case (3)) are inverse of each other, meanwhile, the other two cases
(i.e., split and merge vs. no change) are inverse transform. By taking the inverse
˜ B, C). In order to
pairs, we derive the corresponding acceptance ratios ⌘(B̃, C|X,
calculate the acceptance ratios, we need to derive the Hastings ratio
˜
˜
Pr(X, B̃, C)q(B,
C|X, B̃, C)
⌧=
˜ B, C)
Pr(X, B, C)q(B̃, C|X,

(4.16)

As aforementioned, sampling an event link may lead four possible changes to current links (B, C). Hence, the corresponding Hastings ratio is:
* A single o↵spring event becomes an immigrant and the previous cluster is split
˜ is generated. The
into two clusters. Thus the candidate partition structure (B̃, C)
transitions corresponding to q1 and q3 are the inverse of each other. Substituting

Eq. 4.6, 4.10 and 4.14, the Hastings ratio works out to be
˜ 3 (B, C|X, B̃, C)
˜
Pr(X, B̃, C)q
1
Pr(C s |B̃) Pr(X|B̃, C s )
⌧1 =
=
(4.17)
|C
[C
|
˜ B, C)
0.5 tik til Pr(C|B) Pr(X|B, C)
Pr(X, B, C)q1 (B̃, C|X,
When the o↵spring event changes its parent event from one cluster to another
cluster under the condition that the two clusters locate in di↵erent cascades,
the reverse transition q3 leads to the merger of two cascades. Consequently, the
transition probability is:
˜ = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai ) ·
q3 (B, C|X, B̃, C)
W1 = Pr(XZ 1 =Zik |Zik 6= Zil0 , )

Pr(XZ 1 =Zik [ XZ 2 =Zil0 |Ctik 6= Ctil0 , )
W1 · W2

W2 = Pr(XZ 2 =Zil0 |Zik 6= Zil0 , )

(4.18)

Similarly,
˜ B, C) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai ) · 0.5|Ctik [Ctil | Pr(Cs |X, B̃, C s , ⇢, A(C s (B̃)))
q1 (B̃, C|X,

(4.19)

The corresponding transition probability becomes:
1
Pr(C s |B̃)
⌧1 =
0.5|Ctik [Ctil | Pr(C|B)

(4.20)

* A single o↵spring event switches to an immigrant, and sampling a new event
link leads to the combination of two local clusters. In this case, the transitions
corresponding to q2 and q4 are the inverse of each other. If the two merged
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clusters come from one cascade,
˜ 4 (B, C|X, B̃, C)
˜
˜ B̃) Pr(X|B̃, C)
˜
Pr(X, B̃, C)q
1
Pr(C|
⌧2 =
=
(4.21)
˜ B, C)
0.5|Ctik [Ctil | Pr(C|B) Pr(X|B, C)
Pr(X, B, C)q2 (B̃, C|X,
If the sampling new event link causes two cascades to be merged, we obtain
˜ B̃)
1
Pr(C|
⌧2 =
(4.22)
0.5|Ctik [Ctil | Pr(C|B)

* Sampling Ctil0 = tik leads the immigrant event tik to trigger new o↵spring. Similar to ⌧1 , we can calculate the Hastings ratios:
˜ 1 (B, C|X, B̃, C)
˜
Pr(X, B̃, C)q
⌧3 =
˜ B, C)
Pr(X, B, C)q3 (B̃, C|X,

(4.23)

* Samplings which change event links but cause no change to the cluster links
always have ⌧4 = 1.
Consequently, according to the calculated Hastings ratio ⌧ , we could calculate the
˜ B, C) = min{⌧, 1}.
corresponding acceptance ratio ⌘(B̃, C|X,
Sampling cluster links. Once the event links B are sampled via the aforementioned Metropolis-Hasting rule, we update the cluster links C again via Gibbs
sampler. The sampler proceeds as follows:
1. Scan each cluster s 2 C(B);
2. Draw Cs ⇠ Pr(Cs |X, B, C s , A(C s (B)).
Repeat the above process for a sufficient number of iterations. Cs represents the
outgoing cluster links for cluster s, and C

s

records the set of cluster links excluding

the ones s ! g, g 2 C(B). We calculate Pr(Cs |X, B, C s , A(C s (B)) according to
Eq. 4.4.

We keep all event links in an adjacency matrix S 2 Rn⇥n (n =

PM

i=1

Ni (T )), wherein

rows and columns are indexed by ordered events from all sequences, value 1 or 0 is
recorded in entry (tik , tjl ) according to whether tik triggers tjl or not. Since an child
event must appear after its parent event chronologically, event links are located
in a lower triangular adjacency matrix S wherein nonzero entries correspond to
the triggering relations. Thus we could sample event links from S efficiently in
Metropolis-Hastings procedure. The formal description of the inference algorithm,
called MEDIA, is given in Algorithm 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. The time complexity of MEDIA is O(LM 3 n2a nc ).
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Algorithm 4.1: MEDIA.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Input : X,initial B and C,W,
Initialize ⇥1:M ⇠ ⇡( ), ⇥1:M ! (⇢1:M , A1:M , A)
while not converge do
for i 2 {1, . . . , M }, k 2 {1, . . . , Ni (t)} do
Add tik ! tik ;
if break til ! tik then
Sample tik ! til0 , assuming tik 2 g, til0 2 s;
if merge s and g then
Pr( · ! {s, g}) = 0.5|Ctik [Ctil | ;
if Zik = Zil0 then
q(tik ! til0 ) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai );
/* merge cross-sequence clusters
else
{Zik , Zil0 }
Zik , Zil0
/* merge two cascades
end
else
Generate Cs ⇠ Pr(Cs |X, B̃, C s , A(C s (B̃)))
Pr( · ! g tik ) ⇠ · 0.5|Ctik [Ctil | ;
Update {tik }, {til }
{til , tik };
/* split one cluser
end
else
Sample tik ! til0 , assuming tik 2 g, til0 2 s;
if merge s and g then
Zik = tik
if Zik = Zil0 then
q(tik ! til0 ) = Pr(tik ! til0 |⇢i , Ai )
/* merge cross-sequence clusters
else
{Zik , Zil0 }
Zik , Zil0
/* merge two cascades
end
else
S
B̃
B (tik ! til0 )
/* no merge, no split
end
end
end
˜
Calculate acceptance ratio ⌘(B̃, C|X,
B, C);
˜
˜
Accept (B, C)
(B̃, C) with probability ⌘(B̃, C|X,
B, C);
end
/* Update cluster links
for s 2 C(B) do
Cs ⇠ Pr(Cs |C s , X, B, A(C s (B)))
end
return (B, C)

4.2.2.2

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

Variational-based Inference Approach (VIDEO)

While MEDIA can approximate the target posterior distribution Pr(B, C|X), it is

computationally expensive due to the sampling steps. Consequently, we propose
the VIDEO approach based on variational inference to accelerate the convergence.
We aim to find the best approximation of the posterior Pr(B, C|X) using the variational distribution q(B, C; #), where # are the variational parameters. Generally, the
quality of the approximation is measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence between
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the true posterior and its approximation, denoted as DKL q(B, C; #)|| Pr(B, C|X) .
However, it is intractable because it directly depends on the posterior distribution
Pr(B, C|X). To tackle it, we need to seek an equivalent expression for minimizing
DKL q(B, C; #)|| Pr(B, C|X) .

Theorem 4.3. Maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) L,
⇥
⇤
L = Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X, B, C) log q(B, C; #)

(4.24)

will minimize the KL divergence DKL q(B, C; #)|| Pr(B, C|X) .

We posit the variational distribution q(B, C; #) by cascade. Before that, we intro-

duce a factorized variable #ik , recording the complete predecessor evolution from
event tik ’s immigrant to tik itself. Note that #ik is a combination of event links and
cluster links. We design dik to represent the incoming link of event tik , which could
be either an event link or a cluster link. Given the parameter set ⇥1:M
= (µ, ↵, )I
I
for each cascade I, our variational distribution has the following form:
q(B, C; #)
Y
Y
=
Pr(dik ) Pr(⇥1:M
)
Zik
tik 2I
/

(4.25)
tik 2I

q(dik )q(⇥1:M
)
I

Y M Y Ni
i=1

k=1

q(#ik )q (B, C){t:ttik }

Wherein the variational distribution q (B, C){t:ttik } refers to the distribution of

links over the collection of events occurring before time tik , and it covers all possible
links within all cascades I(B, C). Using the construction by cascade, we analyse the
event tik inside and outside one cascade I 2 I(B, C), respectively. While tik 2
/ I,

the prior distributions Pr(dik ) and Pr(⇥1:M
Zik ) do not cover variables. The way that

we propose the variational distribution by cascade will reduce the uncertainty of
links. Additionally, we calculate the joint prior distribution according to the prior
distribution of event links and cluster links, as shown in Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4:
Y M Y Ni Y k
Pr(B, C|⇥1:M ) =
Pr(til ! tik |⇢i , Ai ) Pr(s ! g|A(C(B)) (4.26)
i=1

k=1

l=1

Di↵erent from the joint distribution Pr(X, B, C) derived in Section 4.2.2.1, we provide an alternative representation via involving the factorized variable #ik , such
that,
Pr(X, B, C)
= Pr(⇥1:M ) Pr(B, C|⇥1:M )

(4.27)
Y M Y Ni
i=1

k=1

Pr(#ik ) Pr(tik |(B, C){t:ttik } , #ik )
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Algorithm 4.2: VIDEO.
Input : X,W, ,initial q(dik ) and q(#ik )
Initialize ⇥1:M ⇠ ⇡( ), ⇥1:M ! (⇢1:M , A1:M , A)
while not converge do
for i 2 {1, . . . , M }, k 2 {1, . . . , Ni (t)} do
Initialize Pr(dik ) refering to Eq. 4.3 and 4.4;
Update {(Zik , Pik )};
/* Update the branching structure
*/
Update #ik
{(Zik , Pik )};
/* seek all events within the event tik ’s predecessor evolution
*/
Update Pr(#ik );
Update q(#ik ) refering to Eq. 4.28;
Update {(Zik , Pik )}
end
end
return {(Zik , Pik )}
Proceeding further, we obtain the evidence lower bound L as following:
M Ni
X ⇥
⇥
Pr(dik ) Pr(⇥1:M
)⇤ X X
Pr(#ik ) ⇤
I
L=
Eq log
+
Eq log
1:M
q(#ik )
q(dik )q(⇥I )
i=1 k=1
t 2I
ik

+

Ni
M X
X
i=1

⇥
Pr(tik |(B, C){t:ttik } , #ik ) ⇤
Eq log
q (B, C){t:ttik }
k=1

(4.28)

The factorized variable #ik depends on the combination of {djl } wherein the corresponding event tjl represents each event within event tik ’s predecessor evolution.
We plug in the prior distribution Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4 to replace Pr(dil ) and Pr(#ik ),
and then iteratively run fixed-event (e.g., tik ) updates for each variational distribution q(#ik ) based on q(djl ) by setting the derivative of the evidence lower bound L
with respect to corresponding distribution to zero. This leads us to optimal q(#ik ).

The formal algorithm, called VIDEO, to realize the foregoing strategy is given
in Algorithm 4.2. It requires O(nM (na + nc )) time per iteration, where n =
PM
i=1 Ni (T ) is the number of events. On the other hand, it converges quickly via
few iterations. This is superior to MEDIA especially in high-dimensional hybrid
MHPs (i.e., large M ).
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The PICTURE Model

To the best of our knowledge, the BRUNCH model bridges a significant chasm between hybrid MHPs (non-linear MHPs as well) and the corresponding branching
structure inference for the first time ever. However, in BRUNCH, event links and
cluster links are constructed sequentially and coupled strongly. The inference efficiency is constrained especially with large numbers of social activities, although
BRUNCH demonstrates superior performance empirically. As such, we propose
a novel probabilistic model called PICTURE (exPectation-maximization Iterative
branChing strucTURE inference) to infer the branching structure of hybrid MHPs
more flexibly and more e↵ectively.

4.3.1

Model Details

The intuition behind our model PICTURE is as follow: the greater the influence
of the preceding activity to the following activity, the more likely there is a triggering link between them (i.e., they are a parent-child pair of activities). From
this perspective, we first deduce the Papangelous conditional intensity [133] of
Hawkes processes to weigh the extent to which removing one activity will a↵ect
the subsequent activities in chronological order. Then, we utilize it to reflect the
probability that a preceding activity aik triggers on a succeeding activity ajl . After
that, we obtain the parent-child pairs of activities probabilistically. Observe that
our strategy of exploiting Papangelous conditional intensity to calculate the influence weight between activities is novel, as existing strategies compute conditional
intensity conditioned only on historical activities not including subsequent ones.
We now elaborate on these steps.
Firstly, following [133], we deduce the Papangelous conditional intensity of Hawkes
processes, denoted as

p

, which describes the probability of finding one point (i.e.,

one time-stamped activity) at one particular time conditional on the remainder of
the process [133]. Equivalently, Papangelous conditional intensity could cover the
impact from both anterior and posterior activities. Hence,
N (t)

p

Ni (t) M
(tjl |{{tik }k=1
}i=1 )

=

i
f ({{tik }k=1
}M
i=1 )

N (t)

i
f ({{tik }k=1
}M
i=1 \ tjl )

(4.29)
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N (t)

i
characterizes the density of particular sequences of activities. {{tik }k=1
}M
i=1 \tjl } in-

N (t)

i
dicates the remaining activities after removing tjl from the collection {{tik }k=1
}M
i=1 .

Note that the numerator on the right side is constant once given the collection of
activities, and the value of the denominator quantifies how much of an e↵ect removing activity tjl will have on the reminder of the processes. Consequently, by
removing each activity before tik respectively, we can measure the corresponding
influence to activity tik . The higher the reciprocal of such Papangelous conditional intensity, denoted as

p (t

jl |

1
,
({t}t:ttik \tjl )

the more likely that tjl triggers tik .

Accordingly, we weigh the following probability:
1
P(Zik = tjl ) = p
(4.30)
(tjl | ({t}t:ttik \ tjl )
1
P(Zik = tik ) = p
(4.31)
(tik | ({t}t:ttik \ tik )
wherein {t}t:ttik is the collection of chronologically ordered activities from M indi-

viduals up to time tik including tik and tjl < tik . Observe that the above posterior
for an arbitrary activity aik follows the Multinomial posterior distribution. Given
the activity aik , we calculate the probability of each preceding activity (including
aik itself), denoted as ajl , as its parent activity Zik , and then apply soft-updaterule to determine its parent activity if any. For instance, if max{P(Zik = tjl )} =
P(Zik = thm ), we conclude that activity thm triggers activity tik , and (thm , tik ) is a
parent-child pair. In particular, if max{P(Zik = tjl )} = P(Zik = tik ), we represent
that activity tik as an immigrant.

Reconsider Figure 4.1(a). In order to exploit which activity triggers t42 , we calculate P(Z42 = tij ) according to Eq. 4.30 wherein tij equals to each activity happened up to time t42 (including t42 ). Finally, while obtaining max{P(Z42 = tij )} =

P(Z42 = t41 ), we draw one link from t41 to t42 , and conclude that the parent activity of t42 is t41 . Given an arbitrary activity tik , we explore its parent activity Zik if

any, then splice them together. Consequently, the set of auxiliary variables {Zik }
represents the branching structure (collection of di↵usion trees).

In order to calculate the right side of Eq. 4.29, we set f ⇤ (t) = f (t|Ht ) to be the
conditional density function of the occurrence time of the next activity given the
history [19]. Hence, the distribution of all activities up to time t could be derived
by the joint density,
Ni (t) M
f ({{tik }k=1
}i=1 )

=

M N
i (t)
Y
Y
i=1 k=1

f (tik |Htik ) =

M N
i (t)
Y
Y
i=1 k=1

f ⇤ (tik )

(4.32)
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Analogically, the denominator equals:
Ni (t) M
f ({{tik }k=1
}i=1

M Ni (t)
1 YY ⇤
\ tjl ) = ⇤
f (tik )
f (tjl ) i=1 k=1

(4.33)

Supposing tin < t < ti(n+1) , we could write the conditional intensity function of the
i-th dimensional Hawkes process in terms of the conditional density function f ⇤ (t)
and its corresponding cumulative distribution function F ⇤ (t) [19] as follows:
i (t)dt

= P ti(n+1) 2 [t, t + dt]|Ht

(4.34)

= P ti(n+1) 2 [t, t + dt]|ti(n+1) 2
/ [tin , t], Htin
=

P ti(n+1) 2 [t, t + dt], ti(n+1) 2
/ [tin , t]|Htin
P ti(n+1) 2
/ [tin , t]|Htin

P ti(n+1) 2 [t, t + dt]|Htin
P ti(n+1) 2
/ [tin , t]|Htin
f (t|Htin )dt
f (t|Ht )dt
f ⇤ (t)
=
=
=
1 F (t|Htin )
1 F (t|Ht )
1 F ⇤ (t)
Consider an infinitesimal interval dt around t. Then f ⇤ (t)dt corresponds to the
=

probability that there is an activity in dt, and 1 F ⇤ (t) corresponds to the probability of no new activities before time t. Hence, according to Eq. 4.34, the conditional
density function becomes [134],
f ⇤ (t) = e

Rt
0

i (s)ds

·

YNi (t)
k=1

i (tik )

(4.35)

By substituting Eq. 4.2 into Eq. 4.35, 4.32, 4.3.1 and Eq. 4.29, we obtain the
Papangelous conditional intensity of our proposed hybrid MHPs.

4.3.2

Model Inference

Given the m-dimensional hybrid MHPs as shown in Eq.4.2, we can infer the parameters ⇥ = {µi , ↵ij ,

ij }i,j2[M ]

§

by maximizing the likelihood over observed activity

sequences X = {Xi }i2[M ] during the time interval (0, t]. For the i-th dimension,
the log-likelihood is given by [1]

XNi (t)

Z

t

ln Li (⇥|Xt ) =
ln i (tik )
(4.36)
i (s)ds
k=1
0
Rt
where the integral 0 i (s)ds is not always directly computable w.r.t various intensity functions Fi ( · ). As such, we apply the discretization and yield the approxiRt
P
mation: 0 i (s|⇥1:M )ds = nm=1 (tm tm 1 ) i (tm ) as in Section 4.2.2.1. Then we
§

as

In the reminder of this chapter, we assume that the kernel functions are exponential, defined
ij (t) = exp(
ij t)( ij > 0).
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Algorithm 4.3: Branching Structure Inference.
N (t)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

i
Input : Xt = {{tik }k=1
}M
i=1
Ni (t) M
Output: {{Zik }k=1 }i=1
Initialize {µi , ↵ij , ij }i,j2[M ] ;
while {ln Li (⇥|Xt )}i2[M ] not converged do
for i 2 {1, . . . , M ⇢
} do

(r+1)

µi

(r)

max µi + ⌘r+1 rµi ln Li (⇥(r) |Xt ), 0 ;

for j 2 {1, . . . , M } do
(r+1)
(r)
↵ij
↵ij + ⌘r+1 r ij ln Li (⇥(r) |Xt ) ;
(r+1)
(r)
(r)
ij
ij + ⌘r+1 r ij ln Li (⇥ |Xt ) ;
end
end
end
Update the intensity in Eq. 4.2; /* Section 4.1
for each activity tik 2 Xt do
Calculate P(Zik = tik ); /* Eq. 4.31
Pik = P(Zik = tik );
for each proceding activity tjl before tik do
Calculate P(Zik = tjl ); /* Eq. 4.30
Update Pik = max{P(Zik = tjl ), Pik }
end
Update Zik according to Pik ;
end
Ni (t) M
return {{Zik }k=1
}i=1

*/
*/

*/

learn the parameters ⇥ by maximum likelihood estimation (mle) using the gradient ascent method. Afterwards, we update the probability of branching structure
sequentially. The overall approach for inferring the branching structure is given in
Algorithm 4.3, and achieves

accuracy in O(log( 1 )) iterations. In particular, the

procedure exhibits that our PICTURE model is fully data-driven, and completely
depends on the intensities of MHPs.

4.4

Performance Study

In this section, we investigate the performance of our model BRUNCH and PICTURE
and report the key results. All experiments are performed on a machine with 16GB
RAM with Intel(R) Core(TM) E5-1620V2 CPU@3.70 GHz processor running on
Windows 8.1 Pro.
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Competitors. Recall that there is no existing work that infers the branching
structure of non-linear MHPs. Hence, we are confined to compare our proposed
frameworks to techniques that infer the branching structure of linear MHPs in
[2, 24]. In particular, we consider the following strategies for our study.
• Cluster-L: Based on the alternative representation of the linear Hawkes process
in terms of cluster Poisson processes, [2, 24] proposes the cluster based method.

• MEDIA-L: Use MEDIA inference of the model BRUNCH to infer the branching
structure of linear MHPs.

• VIDEO-L: Use VIDEO inference of the model BRUNCH to infer the branching
structure of linear MHPs.

• MLE-L: Apply the model PICTURE to infer the branching structure of linear
MHPs.

• MEDIA-E: Apply MEDIA inference of the model BRUNCH to infer the branching

structure of exponential MHPs (i.e., the corresponding link function Fi (x) = ex ).

• VIDEO-E: Apply VIDEO inference of the model BRUNCH to infer the branching
structure of exponential MHPs .

• MLE-E: Apply the model PICTURE to infer the branching structure of exponential MHPs.

• MEDIA-H: Apply MEDIA inference of the model BRUNCH to infer the branching

structure of hybrid MHPs wherein the odd dimensions of MHPs take linear link
function, and the even dimensions adopt exponential one.

• VIDEO-H: Apply VIDEO inference of the model BRUNCH to infer the branching
structure of hybrid MHPs as same as MEDIA-H.

• MLE-H: Apply the model PICTURE to infer the branching structure of hybrid
MHPs as same as MEDIA-H.

As mentioned earlier, both BRUNCH and PICTURE are not sensitive to shapes of
the triggering kernel functions in hybrid MHPs. Hence, we adopt an exponential
kernel function

ij (t)

= exp(

ij t)( ij

> 0) in the experiments. In the model

BRUNCH, for each dimension, the hyper-parameter

is sampled by a uniform

distribution U (0, 10). The base intensity µ is set varying over dimensions and
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is sampled from U (0, ), then the coefficient ↵ij is sampled from N (0,
the decay parameter

ij

has the form of

ij

2

), and

= c ⇤ ↵ij where c is sampled from

U (0, ). Additionally, we set the time window size to W = 12 hours. In the

model PICTURE, for the i-th dimension, the base intensity µi is set varying over
dimensions and is sampled from U (0, 10), and the coefficient ↵ij is sampled from
N (0, µi 2 ), and the decay parameter

ij

has the form of

ij

= ci ⇤ ↵ij where c is

sampled from U (0, µi ). In all strategies, the initial parameters ⇥1:M = (µ, ↵, )
need satisfy the aforementioned stability and uniqueness conditions in Section 4.1.

Datasets and ground truth. We fit the aforementioned models on two realworld social media datasets: (1) Facebook (Fa): 43, 679, 231 events from 109, 211
individuals during March 2018 to May 2018; (2) Twitter (Tw): 51, 622, 139 events
from 123, 972 individuals from March 2018 to May 2018. While crawling the diffusion evolution of events (i.e., which event triggers which events) as ground truth
via Facebook Graph API and Twitter Streaming API, we know the complete social
network structure in advance. For each immigrant event in each individual’s sequence, we grab the triggered events (i.e., o↵spring) starting from the individual’s
followers via a depth-first search algorithm. Then, while modelling the observed
timestamped events via MHPs, we aim to infer the branching structure (i.e., denoting the di↵usion evolution among events) without the knowledge of social network
structure.
Inferring branching structure. For the model BRUNCH, we convert the branching structure to a binary matrix S as mentioned in Section 4.2.2.1. Given the
˜ we update S̃ according to B̃, and then derive the acrossestimated links (B̃, C),
dimensional branching structure K from C˜ before filling in the final S̃. For the
N (t)

i
model PICTURE, we record the estimated {{Zik }k=1
}M
i=1 into one matrix. After-

wards, we compare the obtained matrix with the ground truth and calculate the
F1-Score to investigate the e↵ectiveness for all the aforementioned strategies in
terms of F1-Score.
Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) plot the results. Obviously, the PICTURE model obtains higher F1-Score and outperforms the BRUNCH model in three combinations
of MHPs. Furthermore, the model BRUNCH regardless of the inference method
MEDIA and VIDEO outperforms the baseline Cluster-L, obtaining higher inference
F1-Score. The superior inference accuracy of branching structure demonstrates
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MLE-H
MLE-E
MLE-L
VIDEO-H
VIDEO-E
VIDEO-L
MEDIA-H
MEDIA-E
MEDIA-L
Cluster-L

MLE-H
MLE-E
MLE-L
VIDEO-H
VIDEO-E
VIDEO-L
MEDIA-H
MEDIA-E
MEDIA-L
Cluster-L
0.76 0.78 0.8 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88

(a) F1-Score (Tw)

0.76 0.78 0.8 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88

(b) F1-Score (Fa)

Figure 4.3: Analysis of Branching Structure Inference.

the significant feasibility and reasonability of our PICTURE model in exploring the
triggering relations among social activities.
While applying the model BRUNCH, regardless of the inferring procedure (MEDIA
and VIDEO), hybrid MHPs (mixing exponential MHPs and linear MHPs) always
show superior inference performance compared to other alternatives. In particular,
VIDEO-H (resp. MEDIA-H) is superior to VIDEO-L (resp. MEDIA-L) and VIDEOE (resp. MEDIA-E). Similarly, under the model PICTURE, MLE-H is superior to
MLE-L and MLE-E. These further verify the justifiability of our proposed hybrid
MHPs in exploring the triggering relations among social activities.
Furthermore, while applying the model BRUNCH under the same combination of
MHPs, the inferring procedure VIDEO shows superior inference performance than
MEDIA, that is VIDEO-H (resp. VIDEO-E, VIDEO-L) is superior to MEDIA-H (resp.
MEDIA-E, MEDIA-L). It demonstrates that our proposed variational distribution
by cascade in VIDEO indeed reduces the uncertainty of distribution of links (B, C)
as shown in Eq. 4.25.

Convergence. We compare the convergence rate of our proposed approaches in
Figures 4.4 on Facebook and Twitter data. The results on both datasets are qualitatively similar. While applying the model BRUNCH, VIDEO always converges
within the first 100 iterations, much faster than MEDIA (about 400 iterations).
Cleary, both inference approaches of BRUNCH regardless of the types of MHPs
converge slower than the inference procedure of PICTURE model (about 60 ⇠ 80

iterations). Furthermore, while applying BRUNCH, both inferring procedures associated with hybrid MHPs always outperform the ones based on homogeneous
MHPs, i.e., MEDIA-H (resp. VIDEO-H) is of higher likelihood (resp. ELBO) than
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Figure 4.4: Convergence analysis.

MEDIA-L (resp. VIDEO-L) and MEDIA-E (resp. VIDEO-E). Similarly, while applying PICTURE, MLE-H is of higher likelihood than MLE-L and MLE-E. These
superiorities further validate the usefulness of proposed our hybrid MHPs in mod-

Average Running Time (hours)

elling online information di↵usion in real life.
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Cluster-L

Figure 4.5: Running time.

Scalability. Figures 4.6 plots the scalability of BRUNCH and PICTURE with
increasing events on Facebook data and Twitter data, respectively. All the inference
approaches are ran on di↵erent sizes of datasets (i.e., slice di↵erent percentages of
events in datasets as input data for BRUNCH and PICTURE, respectively). Clearly,
their average inference time stabilizes with increasing number of events. Figure 4.5
plots the average running time of model inference associated with all strategies on
both datasets.
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Figure 4.6: Scalability analysis.

Sensitivity Analysis. We investigate the sensitivity of the proposed approaches
with respect to the time window size W , which controls the time-varying accumulated e↵ects from historical activities. We set the sizes of W to 2 hours, 6
hours, 12 hours, 18 hours and 24 hours, and then we run the aforementioned inference strategies, respectively. For example, while setting W as 6 hours, we ignore
those historical activities that occurred 6 hours ago, that is, the corresponding
f w (til , tik ) = 0 if tik

til

6hours. Figure 4.7 shows the results. Observe that

MEDIA (resp. VIDEO) is of highest likelihood (resp. ELBO) when W = 12. That
is, the e↵ect of historical activities beyond 12 hours is almost negligible for the
datasets.
Table 4.1: Kernel functions

Type

Equation

Exponential
Power-law
Rayleigh

exp( t)
t (1+ )
t exp( 12 t2 )

Impact of Kernel Functions. We apply three types of triggering kernel function
ij (t)

as shown in Table 4.1. Figure 4.8 plots the performance of our proposed

approaches with di↵erent kernel functions. Clearly, strategies with exponential
kernel or Rayleigh kernel are of much higher likelihood (or ELBO) than the ones
with power-law kernel. Theoretically, power-law kernel shows a slower decaying
trend than the Rayleigh and exponential kernels. Hence, the performance results
verify the fact that the historical activities have considerable impact initially but
rapidly reduce their influence over time in online social networks. Overall, for both
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity analysis of inferencing procedure.

BRUNCH (i.e., MEDIA or VIDEO) and PICTURE (i.e., MLE) regardless of linear,
exponential and hybrid MHPs, exponential kernel performs similarly with Rayleigh
kernel. This is because these two types of kernels can capture the rapid attenuating
influences from historical activities.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the impact of di↵erent kernel functions on the branching structure inference using F1-Score in Table 4.2. It is consistent with the performance shown in Figure 4.8. While applying BRUNCH to the same combination
of MHPs with di↵erent kernels functions respectively, the inference procedure MEDIA (resp. VIDEO) with higher likelihood (resp. ELBO) obtains higher F1-Score.
Similarly, while applying PICTURE with such three kernel functions respectively,
the inference approach MLE with higher likelihood gets higher accuracy in exploring branching structure. Our results indicate that the selection of kernel functions impacts the performance of BRUNCH and PICTURE as well as the branching
structure inference. In MHPs based approaches, parametric kernels capture intradomain typical behaviours: quick time-decaying exponential kernel and Rayleigh
kernel in the case of finance and web data [135, 136], and slower power-law decay
in earthquake-related data [137].
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4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a novel probabilistic model called BRUNCH to infer
the branching structure of hybrid MHPs. It bridges a significant chasm between
hybrid MHPs (non-linear MHPs as well) and the corresponding branching structure
inference. We handle the inferencing procedure via the MEDIA method, which
provides a heuristic to make coordinated changes to both event links within clusters
and cluster links within cascades. Furthermore, we develop a variational inferencebased approach called VIDEO to speed up the slow convergence of MEDIA. The
strongly coupled event links and cluster links may adversely impact the inference
efficiency. As such, we propose another novel probabilistic model called PICTURE
to infer the branching structure of hybrid MHPs more flexibly. In the next chapter,
we shalll utilize the proposed model to explore the triggering relations among social
activities for modelling conformity-aware information di↵usion.
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Table 4.2: Impact of kernel functions on branching structure inference (F1-Score).
Inferring
Strategy

Exponential

Facebook
Power-Law

Rayleigh

Exponential

Twitter
Power-Law

Rayleigh

MEDIA-L

0.8011

0.7831

0.7917

0.8139

0.7909

0.8221

MEDIA-E

0.8307

0.8007

0.8426

0.8471

0.8124

0.8403

MEDIA-H

0.8584

0.8129

0.8513

0.8701

0.8455

0.8798

VIDEO-L

0.8289

0.8028

0.8206

0.8582

0.8327

0.8617

VIDEO-E

0.8542

0.8319

0.8593

0.8653

0.8465

0.8604

VIDEO-H

0.8675

0.8452

0.8709

0.8762

0.8573

0.8759

MLE-L

0.8347

0.8142

0.8302

0.8603

0.8371

0.8513

MLE-E

0.8611

0.8398

0.8498

0.8690

0.8511

0.8610

MLE-H

0.8706

0.8439

0.8577

0.8794

0.8601

0.8781

Chapter 5
CHASSIS: Conformity Meets
Online Information Di↵usion
Conformity is a type of social influence, and regularly involves changing people’s
attitudes or behaviours to fit in others around them. Existing information di↵usion
modelling techniques are oblivious to conformity of individuals during the di↵usion
process. Intuitively, conformity captures the extent to which an individual complies with social norms or expectations. In this chapter⇤ , we discuss our proposed
chassis, a novel framework to characterize what would happen when conformity
meets online information di↵usion in social networks. Specifically, this chapter
makes the following key contributions:
• In Section 5.1, we propose a novel conformity-aware Hawkes process-based
framework called chassis to characterize online information di↵usion. Our

work bridges the classical online information di↵usion problem in data analytics with conformity from the domain of social psychology. We quantitatively capture two flavors of conformity, informational conformity and normative conformity, hidden in activity sequences by utilizing di↵usion trees
(i.e., branching structure) constructed from the activity sequences.
• In Section 5.2, we present a novel and efficient semi-parametric inference
approach that leverages on the di↵usion trees to learn the conformity-aware
information di↵usion model competently from observed data.
⇤

The work in this chapter has been published in [125].
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• In Section 5.3, we conduct an experimental study with real social media
datasets to demonstrate the superiority and e↵ectiveness of chassis and

its ability to predict future behaviour of individuals involved in information
di↵usion.

5.1

The CHASSIS Model

To facilitate exposition in the context of social activity sequences, we denote a
N (T )

i
collection of activities (i.e., events) as {aik = (tik , Cik )}k=1

[0, T ], where tik denotes the occurrence time of the k

th

in the time window

activity of an individual Ui ,

and Cik records the activity’s content.
Multivariate Hawkes process (MHP) is a popular choice to model information diffusion in social networks [1, 2]. Given an M -dimensional MHP, each dimension
corresponds to one individual and the influence between them can be captured by
utilizing the mutual-triggering property [138]. Formally, the intensity function of
the i-th dimension MHP takes the following form [1]:
✓
X
X
↵ij ij (t
i (t) = Fi µi +
j2[M ]

tjl <t

tjl )

◆

(5.1)

Wherein the constant µi > 0 is the base intensity of the i-th Hawkes process,
describing the arrival of events (e.g., social activities) triggered by external sources.
It is also referred to as exogenous intensity, and their arrivals are independent of the
previous events. The strength of influence between dimensions (i.e., individuals)
is parameterized by a sparse excitation matrix A = [↵ij ]i,j2[M ] . In particular,
the coefficient ↵ij
triggering kernel

0 captures the influence between individual Ui and Uj . The
ij (t

tjl ) quantifies the change in the rate of occurrence caused by
P
P
the historical realization tjl . The second item j2[M ] tjl <t ↵ij ij (t tjl ) is referred
to as endogenous intensity and captures the mutually-triggering nature of the point

processes. In our context, it captures the interactions between individuals in a
social network – each event occurred to an individual Uj may increase (i.e., mutual
excitation) or decrease (i.e., mutual inhibition) the arrival rate of occurrence in Ui
by a certain amount which itself decays over time.
The link function Fi : R ! R+ recognizes the triggering pattern of the i-th dimension over the historical events. The linear MHPs [17] is the case Fi (x) = x

with non-negative ↵ij for each dimension, while non-linear MHPs [30] apply various
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mathcalFi (x) to guarantee the positive intensities. In this chapter, we integrate
conformity with linear or non-linear M -dimensional MHPs to model online information di↵usion.
Observe that the strength of influence from an individual Uj to an individual Ui in
Equation 5.1 (i.e., ↵ij ) solely determines their degree of interaction in these classical
Hawkes-based models. Intuitively, the stronger the influence ↵ij , the more likely
Ui responds to Uj during information di↵usion. However, as remarked earlier,
interactions between individuals are also likely to be impacted by conformity of
users. That is, interactions between individuals not only depend on the strength
of influence, but also on conformity of individuals. Hence, we need to augment
classical information di↵usion models to capture this phenomenon by incorporating
informational conformity and normative conformity [15].
Although in some scenarios conformity may be purely informational or purely normative, in most cases the goals of being accurate and being accepted go handin-hand. The primary conception of the informational-normative distinction is at
the functional level: informational conformity is concerned with accuracy and the
search for information about reality, whereas normative conformity is concerned
with social interactions [139]. Hence, one might conform for both normative and
informational reasons at the same time in information di↵usion [140]. Furthermore,
contributions of normative and informational conformity are likely to vary between
di↵erent instances of conformity and between individuals [139]. Consequently, we
decompose the time-varying influence strength ↵ij (t) into two additive parts, inforI
N
mational influence ↵ij
(t) and normative influence ↵ij
(t), to quantify the presence

of informational conformity and normative conformity, respectively. That is,
↵ij (t) =

I
I
ij (t)↵ij (t)

+

N
N
ij (t)↵ij (t)

(5.2)

In the above equation, the time-dependent informational coefficient
normative coefficient

N
ij (t)

I
ij (t)

and

are parameterized to weigh informational conformity

against normative conformity at time t. Observe that if ↵ij (t) > 0, then we know
that conformity plays a role when Uj is influencing Ui . Substituting it into Eq. 5.1
gives us the model for conformity-aware Hawkes process-based information di↵usion:
i (t)

✓

= Fi µi +

X X

j2[M ] tjl <t

(

I
I
ij (t)↵ij (t)

+

N
N
ij (t)↵ij (t)) ij (t

tjl )

◆

I
N
We elaborate on how to quantify ↵ij
(t) and ↵ij
(t) in the next subsections.

(5.3)
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5.1.1

Computation of Informational Conformity

We often look to people around us who are better informed and more knowledgeable, and then use their opinions as a guide to our own behaviour and response.
Such phenomenon (i.e., the desire to be correct) not only occurs between friends
but also individuals who have never known one another. This is known as informational conformity [15, 141]. Intuitively, informational conformity in social networks
is not symmetrical. That is, informational conformity from an individual Ui to an
individual Uj (i.e., Ui conforms to Uj ) may di↵er from that of Uj to Ui . According
to social psychology theories [142, 143], the higher the influence of Ui , the higher
the informational conformity of Uj to Ui . Following this, if Uj interacts with Ui
frequently, then we should boost their informational influence. At the same time,
during such interactions, if Ui almost always agrees with Uj , we can say that Ui
is likely to conform to Uj . Consequently, we utilize the notions of influence degree
(i.e., measure of interaction frequency) and context stance (i.e., opinion polarity
w.r.t a topic) to quantify the pairwise informational conformity. Intuitively, the
product of these two items describes how likely Ui ’s attitudes and behaviours are
infected by another individual Uj in the presence of informational conformity. That
I
is, informational influence from Uj to Ui (denoted as ↵ij
(t)) is computed as follows:
I
↵ij
(t) =

wherein the first item
ij (t)

ij (t)

ij (t)

⇥

ij (t)

(5.4)

is referred to as influence degree, and the second item

aims to compute the context stance. Evidently, both of them are derived from

I
the historical interactions between individuals. Put simply, the higher the ↵ij
(t),

the higher is the informational conformity and vice versa. We now elaborate on
how these two factors are computed.
Influence Degree. Frequent interactions between individuals demonstrate their
closeness, and lead to high pairwise influence degree [144]. Furthermore, such
influence degree of one individual to another evolves over time. However, the e↵ect
of previous interactions may decrease with time, namely the time decaying e↵ects
[145]. For simplicity, we assume each response (i.e., one o↵spring activity in the
branching structure) provokes one interaction, followed by an exponential decay
[146]. Hence, we measure the influence degree from individual Uj to individual Ui
as:
ij (t)

=

PNi (t)
k=1

INij (t) (Zik , tik ) exp{
Ni (t)

ij (t

tik )}

(5.5)
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Wherein Nij (t) records the collection of parent-child activity pairs † , {(tjl , tik )},
up to time t. INij (t) (Zik , tik ) is an indicator function, which equals to one when
(Zik , tik ) 2 Nij (t) and zero otherwise. We use

={

ij }

to capture the decay rate

of previous interactions between individuals. Di↵erent from Ni (t), Ni (t) denotes
the total number of o↵spring activities occurring to individual Ui until time t (i.e.,
Ni (t)  Ni (t)), which could be calculated by leveraging the di↵usion trees of the

activity collection Xt . Obviously, the domain of influence degree from individual
Uj to individual Ui is [0, 1]. Observe that

ij (t)

does not assume any connection

between Ui and Uj (i.e., Ui and Uj may or may not be friends/followers).
Context Stance. We glean insights on respondents’ opinion polarity with respect to a topic in social interactions and apply stance detection [147] to obtain
the dissemination of individuals’ beliefs. Generally, such opinion polarity is often
expressed in the form of discrete class labels, e.g., positive or favor, negative or
against, and neutral or none [147], either explicitly or implicitly. Explicit stances are
direct expressions of opinion toward target concepts, such as “like” or “angry” given
to a particular post and the corresponding polarity is 1 or 0, respectively. Implicit
stances can be extracted from social media posts using NLTK (www.nltk.org),
which is a popular sentiment analysis package‡ .
Given each parent-child pair of activities (tjl , tik ) considered in Nij (t), we calculate the polarity pjl , pik of activity tjl and tik , and then append them into
two vectors: !
p Ij (t) = (pjl )ajl 2Xt and !
p Ii (t) = (pik )aik 2Xt , respectively. Next,
we evaluate the Pearson correlation coefficient (Pcc) of the vectors, denoted as
(t) = Pcc(!
p I (t), !
p I (t)) 2 [ 1, 1], to quantify the context stance over time.
ij

j

i

Intuitively, the higher the value of context stance, the higher is the informational
conformity from individual Ui to individual Uj . The formal algorithm to compute
informational conformity is given in Algorithm 5.1.
Consider the di↵usion tree in Figure 1.1(b). We extract the opinion polarity of a11
and its response a71 (i.e., (a11 , a71 ) is a parent-child pair of activities). Suppose
p11 = 0.8, p71 = 0.9. We append them into the vectors !
p I1 (t) = [0.3, 0.7, 0.9]T
and !
p I (t) = [ 0.2, 0.5, 0.7]T , respectively, and then recalibrate the context stance
7

by updating

71 (t)

= Pcc(!
p I1 (t), !
p I7 (t)). Then we continue to scan the parent-

child pairs of activities until time t, to capture the context stance.
ajl .

†

In the sequel, for simplicity, we sometimes use the occurrence time to denote one activity, e.g., tjl represents

‡

The choice of sentiment analysis technique is orthogonal to our framework.
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Algorithm 5.1: InformationalConform Algorithm.
N (t)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

i
Input : Xt = {{aik = (tik , Cik )}k=1
}M
i=1
I
Output: informational influence ↵ (t)
{Dt }
DiffusionTreeConstruct(Xt );
/* Section 5.1.3
for i, j 2 {1, . . . , M } do
Update Ni (t), Nij (t);
/* according to {Dt }
for each pair (tjl , tik ) 2 Nij (t) do
Update ij (t);
/* according to Eq. 5.5
!
pN
j (t).append (pjl );
!
pN
i (t).append (pik );
!N
Update ij (t) = Pcc !
pN
j (t), p i (t) ;
I (t);
Update ↵ij
/* according to Eq. 5.4
end
end
I (t)}
return ↵I (t) = {↵ij
i,j2{1,...,M }

*/

*/

*/

*/

Lemma 5.1. The time complexity to compute informational complexity is O(M 2 Nmax ),
where Nmax is the maximum number of parent-child activity pairs in {Nij }i,j2[M ]
and M is the number of dimensions ( i.e., individuals).

5.1.2

Computation of Normative Conformity

Without loss of generality, a new post (e.g., tweet) may lead to a chain of interactions (e.g., retweet, comment, reply, like) in a social network. In practice, such
an immigrant activity (e.g., a tweet) generates its o↵spring activities (e.g., a series
of retweets, comments, replies, likes) possibly involving multiple individuals (i.e.,
dimensions). In the sequel, we refer to an immigrant activity together with all its
o↵spring activities as one informational cascade. Hence, based on Section 5.1.3, a
di↵usion tree Dt represents one informational cascade. For example, all activities
in Figure 1.1(b) construct one informational cascade. Figure 5.1 depicts another
example.
An informational cascade occurs when it is optimal for an individual, having observed the actions of those ahead of him, to follow the behaviour of the preceding
individuals without regard to his own information [13]. In other words, a cascade can occur when people observe and follow “the crowd”, even when the group
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one activity

ajl

original post

Uh
LCA(tjl,tik)

triggering link

Time

Ug

fashion leader

aik
ajl

aik

Figure 5.1: Di↵usion tree of one informational cascade: “+” and “-” denote
the opinion polarity (i.e., adoption and rejection, respectively) of one activity
w.r.t a topic.

consensus conflicts with their own private information [14]. Such phenomenon of
following the crowd is known as normative conformity [15, 141].
Once one informational cascade starts around a particular topic, a few early individuals commit their actions (i.e., adopt or reject) through a sequence of activities
(e.g., retweet, comment, reply, like), and then subsequent individuals may refer
to them. Hence, triggering links between the preceding and following activities
give us the opportunity to extract normative conformity by analysing the context
stance hidden in the di↵usion trees.
Specifically, the normative conformity of Ui to Uj depends on the aggregated adoptions of Ui to behaviours and attitudes of Uj . In reality, in one cascade, even
though Uj ’s activity does not immediately precede Ui ’s, Uj ’s decision may convey
information to Ui , and then Ui may act according to the information conveyed by
the actions of preceding individuals (including Uj ) [13]. Hence, in order to quantify
N
the normative influence ↵ij
(t), we need to ensure the followings in the di↵usion

trees: (a) both individuals Ui and Uj are involved within one cascade; and (b) the
corresponding activity ajl happens before aik .
Furthermore, informational cascades can be fragile, with abrupt shifts or reversals
in direction [13, 148]. Specifically, either small shocks (i.e., when new information
becomes available) can easily shift the behaviour of many individuals, or higherprecision individuals can shift a cascade because they are more inclined to use
their own information than those that precede them. For example, consider the
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activities of individuals highlighted in blue (also known as fashion leader [13]) in
Figure 5.1. Observe that there is a shift in opinion polarity at this point, which is
adopted by subsequent actions from individuals. Hence, the normative conformity
of Ui to Uj may vary due to such sudden shifts.
N
We formulate the normative influence ↵ij
(t) as follows to capture how likely indi-

vidual Ui ’s attitudes and behaviours are infected by another individual Uj :
↵N (t) = Pcc !
p N (t), !
p N (t)
ij

j

i

(5.6)

In order to compute the context stance for this type of conformity (right side of
the above equation), we consider the following two scenarios.
Scenario 1: Given an informational cascade, the two activities ajl and aik lie on the
same path of the di↵usion tree in chronological order. No matter ajl immediately
precedes aik or not, Uj ’s action ajl impacts Ui ’s response aik to some extent. In this
case, we could directly capture their normative influence from the two activities in
two steps: (a) append the polarity scores p , p into vectors !
p N (t), !
p N (t), rejl

ik

j

i

!N
spectively; (b) recalibrate Pcc(!
pN
j (t), p i (t)). For example, consider the yellow

panel of Figure 5.1. Observe that Uj gives a positive response ajl to the original
post, and then Ug replied Uj with an opposite view (i.e., “-” denotes Ug ’s negative
opinion polarity) due to some reason. Afterwards, Ui agrees with Ug . Obviously,
Ug has a greater normative influence on Ui than Uj .
Scenario 2: Consider the two activities ajl and aik located in the green panel of
Figure 5.1. Even though they are triggered by di↵erent parent activities and are
located in di↵erent paths of the di↵usion tree, they are both impacted by the highlighted activity in blue (i.e., the lowest common ancestor of ajl and aik , denoting as
LCA(ajl , aik )). Furthermore, if LCA(ajl , aik ) happens to be a fashion leader (i.e.,
Uh gives positive response to the original post, afterwards, LCA(ajl , aik ) suddenly
shifts his opinion), it definitely would have some e↵ect on subsequent activities.
Consequently, in such scenario, we quantify the normative conformity of Ui to Uj
as follows. We first append the polarity pair pjl (resp. pik ) and pLCA(tjl ,tik ) into vectors !
q N (t) (resp. !
q N (t)) and !
qN
(t), and then recalculate their Pearson
j

i

LCAij

!N
!N
!N
correlations coefficient Pcc(!
qN
j (t), q LCAij (t)) (resp. Pcc( q i (t), q LCAij (t)))
before appending to !
p N (t) (resp. !
p N (t)).
j

i

After scanning all the information cascades that satisfy the aforementioned conditions up to time t, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient of the vectors
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!N
N
(Pcc !
pN
j (t), p i (t) ) to quantify ↵ij (t) between individuals in the presence of
normative conformity. The formal algorithm to compute normative conformity is
given in Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2: NormativeConform Algorithm.
N (t)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

i
Input : Xt = {{aik = (tik , Cik )}k=1
}M
i=1
N
Output: normative influence ↵ (t)
{Dt }
DiffusionTreeConstruct(Xt );
/* Section 5.1.3
for i, j 2 {1, . . . , M } do
Filter the collection of cascades Cij satisfying the two conditions;
/* according to {Dt }
for each cascade c 2 Cij do
if ajl and aik lay on one path then
!
pN
j (t).append (pjl );
!
pN
i (t).append (pik );
!N
N (t) = Pcc !
Update ↵ij
pN
j (t), p i (t) ;
else
!
qN
j (t).append (pjl );
!
qN
i (t).append (pik );
!
qN
LCAij (t).append (pLCA(tjl ,tik ) );
!
!N
!N
pN
j (t).append Pcc( q j (t), q LCAij (t)) ;
!
!N
!N
pN
i (t).append Pcc( q i (t), q LCAij (t)) ;
Update ↵N (t) = Pcc !
p N (t), !
p N (t) ;

ij

j

*/

*/

i

end
end
end
N (t)}
return ↵N (t) = {↵ij
i,j2{1,...,M }

Note the di↵erence in the computation of context stance for normative conformity
compared to informational conformity. For the latter, an individual may refer to
surrounding people who are better informed and more knowledgeable, and then
use their opinion as a guide for his/her own behaviours. Hence, computation of
the context stance for informational conformity focuses on the parent-child activity
pairs (i.e., Uj precedes Ui immediately). For the former, an individual follows the
behaviour of the preceding individuals during an informational cascade. Consequently, context stance of Ui and Uj is computed by considering the aggregated
activities of Ui to the activities of Uj even though Uj ’s activity may not immediately
precede Ui ’s activity (i.e., they are not parent-child activity pairs).
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Lemma 5.2. The normative conformity computation requires O(M 2 m2 n) time,
where n is the number of informational cascades, m = max |Cij | ⌧ M is the maximum number of activities in a single cascade and M is the number of individuals.

5.1.3

Construction of Di↵usion Trees

I
N
As aforementioned, the informational and normative influence (i.e., ↵ij
(t), ↵ij
(t))

are computed by utilizing the di↵usion trees. Specifically, we elaborate on how the
di↵usion trees are constructed.
Connectivity-aware construction. If an online social network explicitly exposes connectivity information (i.e., parent-child link) of activity sequences to an
application then it is straightforward to construct the di↵usion trees. That is, if
a collection of social activities explicitly contain information of which activity responds to which activity (e.g., reply id ), we could establish the parent-child pairs of
activities and construct the di↵usion trees (i.e., branching structure) accordingly.
Activities with no parents form the immigrants and those with parents form the
o↵spring.
Di↵usion tree inference. The construction of di↵usion trees becomes challenging
when parent-child link information is unavailable from social activities exposed to
an application (e.g., links in Figure 5.2 are missing). For example, the Twitter api
returns the following fields: tweet id, created time, text, and user id § . That is, it
does not provide connectivity information (e.g., reply id ) of the activities. Hence,
we need to infer the latent di↵usion trees.
A popular approach to represent a sequence of social activities over a time period
is by using a collection of di↵usion trees [3, 4], denoted by D. A di↵usion tree,

Dt = (V, E), consists of a set of social activities as its nodes V , and a set of unidirectional edges E = {(aik , ajl )} denoting that the activity aik triggers the activity

ajl w.r.t the temporal precedence tik < tjl . For example, in Twitter, the root node
of Dt is an original tweet. If the original tweet triggers a series of response, it generates a series of child activities (e.g., retweet, comment, like), referred to as first
generation descendants. Following this, first generation descendants subsequently
§

http://socialmedia-class.org/twittertutorial.html
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a12

(b) Diffusion trees

Figure 5.2: One example of branching structure and di↵usion trees.

generate their own child activities (i.e., second generation descendants), and so on.
Figure 1.1(b) depicts one di↵usion tree.
The branching structure [17, 18] of MHPs provides a way to capture the parentchild triggering relations between events. We introduce a set of auxiliary variables¶ ,
N (t)

i
denoted as {{Zik }k=1
}M
i=1 , to represent the branching structure as following:

• Zik = aik if activity aik is an immigrant; and
• Zik = ajl if the parent of activity aik is activity ajl .
If activity ajl triggers aik , (ajl , aik ) is referred to as a parent-child pair of activities
(i.e., event aik is an o↵spring of event ajl ). Given one o↵spring activity aik , we
denote its parent activity as Zik accordingly, and the corresponding parent-child
pair of activities as (Zik , aik ).
Figure 5.2(a) depicts one example of the branching structure representation of
MHPs. Each circle represents an event (i.e., activity) and a directed link represents
the parent-child relationship between two events. For instance, Z51 = a51 indicates
that the activity a51 is an immigrant, and Z12 = a51 denotes that the activity a51
generates a12 . Hence, (a51 , a12 ) expresses a parent-child pair of events. Observe that
each connected component in the branching structure represents a tree structure.
Hence, there is a direct correspondence between a set of di↵usion trees and the
branching structure of Hawkes processes. Each di↵usion tree Dt is a connected
component in the branching structure where a node and an edge in Dt are an event
and a parent-child pair of events (e.g., activities) in the latter, respectively. For
example, the two di↵usion trees in Figure 5.2(b) represent the branching structure
in Figure 5.2(a). In the sequel, we shall use these two concepts interchangeably.
¶
W.l.o.g, we assume that an arbitrary event (activity) can be triggered by at most one event (activity) to
characterize the underlying branching structure of MHPs in 5.3. It is ubiquitous in practice (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter).
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The approaches [1, 2] based on the Poisson cluster process interpretation [18] to infer the underlying branching structure probabilistically are only suitable for linear
MHPs. As remarked earlier, in our problem setting MHPs can be linear or nonlinear. In particular, the non-linear combinations of exogenous and endogenous
intensities (i.e., various forms of Fi in Eq. 5.1) make such approaches untenable
in this scenario. As such, we propose an expectation-maximization (EM) iterative

learning scheme to infer the di↵usion tree. To initialize the EM procedure, we firstly
N (t)

i
sample the auxiliary variables {{Zik }k=1
}M
i=1 . Afterwards, we update the proba-

bility of branching structure (i.e., infer the di↵usion trees) via utilizing PICTURE
(See details in Section 4.3) in the E-step given the chassis model learned from
the previous iteration. Thus, the inference procedure of chassis can be embedded
into the M-step naturally.

5.2

Inferencing CHASSIS Model

Once the di↵usion trees are updated, we optimize the chassis model to best
explain the information di↵usion process. Consequently, in this section we propose a novel semi-parametric inference algorithm regardless of whether Hawkes
processes are linear or non-linear, wherein exogenous intensity {µi }i2[M ] , decay
rate of previous interactions {
{(

I
ij (t),

N
ij (t))}i,j2[M ]

ij }i,j2[M ] ,

informational and normative coefficients

are learned from the observed activity sequences, while the

triggering kernel functions {

ij (t)}i,j2[M ]

are estimated non-parametrically via Fourier

transform without prior domain knowledge.

5.2.1

Parametric Inference

We denote the set of parameters {µi ,

I
ij (t),

ij ,

N
ij (t)}i,j2[M ]

as ⇥. We can estimate

them by maximizing the likelihood over the observed data (i.e., maximize the likelihood function). Given the social activity collection Xt over the time interval
(0, t], the log-likelihoodk of conformity-aware Hawkes processes associated with the
conditional intensity in Eq. 5.3 is in fact the summation of that over all dimensions,
k

It is customary to maximize the log of the likelihood function in order to handle underflow
problem.
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each of which can be interpreted as follows: the sum of the log-intensities of activities that happened, minus an integral of the total intensities over the observation
interval (0, t] [1],

However,

Rt
0

ln Li (⇥|Xt ) =
i (s)ds

XNi (t)
k=1

ln

i (tik )

Z

t
i (s)ds

(5.7)

0

is not always directly computable w.r.t various intensity func-

tions Fi ( · ). We propose a modified flexible-size Euler integration method to calRt
culate 0 i (s)ds in an iterative manner. Note that, we compare it with two other

popular integration methods in terms of accuracy and convergence speed (see details in Section 5.3.3). All these methods exhibit similar accuracy. As our modified
Euler integration method shows the best efficiency under abundant activities, we
shall adopt it by default in the performance study (Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2).
Rt
Theorem 5.3. Let ⇤i (t) = 0 i (s)ds. Given an accuracy bound ⇠, within the time
interval (0, t], taking Im steps with the Euler method using step size hm =

t
,
Im

the

mth iteration yields the following approximation
⇤m
i (t) = hm µi +

i (t1 )

+ ... +

i (tIm )

(5.8)

and the estimation error is upper bounded by
|⇤i (t)
where

i (t)

(m)

⇤i (t)| 

O(4t)eLi t
Li

is Lipschitz continuous with
(m)

|(⇤i )0 (t)

(m)

⇤0i (t)|  Li |⇤i (t)

⇤i (t)|

and O(4t) denotes the first-order truncation error.
Using this numerical integration, it is straightforward to see that the log-likelihood
in Eq. 5.7 can be approximately calculated regardless of the forms of intensity function Fi ( · ). Next, we learn the parameters ⇥ by maximum likelihood estimation

(mle) using the gradient ascent method. Notably, we do not need to predefine
the shape of the kernel functions. Thus the log-likelihood in Eq. 5.7 is concave,
such that the global maximum and the convergence of inference can be guaranteed
[134]. Additionally, ⇥ can be estimated in parallel over all dimensions.
Lemma 5.4. The per iteration computation cost of the parametric procedure is
O(M + max{Im } ⇥ m).
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5.2.2

Nonparametric Inference

Once the parameters ⇥ are estimated, we are left to estimate the kernel functions.
The time shift in the kernel function

ij (t

tjl ) in time domain corresponds to a

multiplication by an exponential function in frequency domain as follows:
ij (t

tjl ) =) e

j!tjl

ij (!)

(5.9)

It provides a way to simplify the time-shifted kernel functions, through which the
intensity function

i (t)

can be transformed to the frequency domain, referred to as

⇤i (!).
If

i (t)

is a linear combination of a series of time-shifted kernel functions, it is

straightforward to obtain ⇤i (!) as:
Z 1
j!t
⇤i (!) =
dt
i (t)e
1
Z 1✓
X X
=
µi +
↵ij (t)
1

= 2⇡µi (!) +

j2[M ] tjl <t

X

↵ij (t)

j2[M ]

X

◆

ij (t

e

tjl ) e

j!tjl

j!t

dt

ij (!)

(5.10)

tjl <t

Note that the non-linear functions Fi ( · ) prevent us from applying such Fourier
transform directly. To circumvent this issue, we apply Taylor approximation to
relax the linearity limitation, and derive the frequency domain counterpart of
as following:

Z

1

j!t
⇤i (!) =
dt
i (t)e
1
Z 1✓
X X
⇡
Fi (µi ) + Fi0 (µi )
↵ij
1

j2[M ] tjl <t

= 2⇡Fi (µi ) (!) + Fi0 (µi )

X

j2[M ]
⇤⇤

where (!) is the Dirac delta function .

↵ij (t)

i (t)

(5.11)
ij (t

X

e

◆

tjl ) e
j!tjl

j!t

dt

ij (!)

tjl <t

According to Eq. 2.1, we could obtain that the expectation of an increment of
the counting process Ni (t + dt)

Ni (t) is essentially equivalent to

i (t)dt.

Con-

sequently, if we separate the period (0, t] into N equal-length time slots (i.e.,
N T = t) and denote the corresponding number of activities within each slot as
Ni [0], Ni [1], . . . , Ni [N
⇤⇤

1], respectively, ⇤i (!) can then be interpreted in terms of

(!) is zero everywhere except at ! = 0, and its total integral is 1.
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Algorithm 5.3: Semi-parametric Estimation for chassis.
N (t)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

i
Input : Xt = {{aik = (tik , Cik )}k=1
}M
i=1
I
N
Output: {µi , ij (t), ij , ij (t), ij (t)}i,j2[M ]
I (t),
N
Initialize {µi , ij
ij , ij (t)}i,j2[M ] ;
{Dt }
DiffusionTreeConstruct(Xt );
/* Update the diffusion tress in the previous E-step
↵I (t)
InformationalConform(Xt );
N
↵ (t)
NormativeConform(Xt );
while {ln Li (⇥|Xt )}i2[M ] not converged do
for i 2 {1, . . . , M }⇢do

(r+1)

µi

(r+1)
I
ij (t)
(r+1)
N
ij (t)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

(r)

max µi + ⌘r+1 rµi ln Li (⇥(r) |Xt ), 0 ;

for j 2 {1, . . . , M } do
(r+1)
(r)
ij
ij + ⌘r+1 r

10

*/

ij

ln Li (⇥(r) |Xt ) ;

(r)
I
+ ⌘r+1 r I (t) ln Li (⇥(r) |Xt );
ij (t)
ij
N (t) (r) + ⌘
(r)
r+1 r N (t) ln Li (⇥ |Xt );
ij
ij

end
end
for i 2 {1, . . . , M } do
{(!n , ⇤i [n])}n2{0,...,N 1}
DFT( i (t));
for j 2 {1, . . . , M } do
Calculate { ij [!n ]}n2{0,...,N 1} ;
IDFT({ ij [!n ]}n2{0,...,N 1} );
ij (t)
end
end
end
I (t),
N
return {µi , ij
ij , ij (t), ij (t)}i,j2[M ]

Ni [k] as:
⇤i (!) =

XN

1

k=0

Ni [k]e

j!kT

Since ! is a continuous variable, there are an infinite number of possible values of
! from 0 to 2⇡. Hence, ⇤i (!) could only be calculated at a finite set of frequencies.
Therefore, we divide the unit circle into N equally area (i.e.,
2⇡
NT

⇥ n, then:
XN 1
⇤i [n] =
Ni [k]e

and denote them as !n =

1
Hz, N2⇡T rad/sec),
NT

k=0

j!n k

(n = 0 : N

1)

(5.12)

wherein ⇤i [n] contains information about the amplitude and phase of the sinusoid
wave of frequency !n . Intuitively, the triggering kernel function
proportional to the decay rate of previous interactions

ij

5.2.1). As a result, given !n , we could obtain :
ij ⇤i [n]
ij [!n ] =
P
PNj (t)
Fi0 (µi ) j2[M ] ↵ij (t) ij l=1
e

ij (t)

should be

(estimated in Section

j!n tjl

(5.13)
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In particular,
ij [!0 ]

=

⇤i [0] 2⇡Fi (µi )
P
0
Fi (µi ) j2[M ] ↵ij (t)Nj (t)

Then we could deduce the time domain counterpart of
(IDFT):
ij (t) =

1 XN 1
n=0
N

ij [!n ]e

(5.14)
ij [!]

j!n t

by inversing DFT
(5.15)

The above estimation for kernel functions is completely data-driven. Obviously, we
R +1
have 0 t| ij (t)|dt < +1. Then we could guarantee that Eq. 5.3 is stable in variaR +1 R
tion with respect to the initial condition lims!+1 s dt R | ij (t u)|Nj (du) = 0
according to Theorem 8 of [30].

We run the parametric and nonparametric inference procedures alternatively until
convergence. For each iteration, DFT requires O(N log2 (N )) operations. Since
ij [!n ]

varies along the number of activities in Nj (t), updating the kernel functions

costs O(max{Nj } ⇥ M ) operations.
The semi-parametric inference procedure of chassis is outlined in Algorithm 5.3.
As mentioned earlier, it is identical to the M-step. It first initializes the parameters
(Line 1), and then utilizes the di↵usion trees in previous E-step to compute the
two types of conformity-aware influence (Lines 2-4). Subsequently, it repeats the
parametric estimation (Lines 6-13) and nonparametric estimation (Lines 14-20) till
the loglikelihood reaches the predefined convergence tolerance.

5.2.3

Prediction of User Behaviors

By leveraging the estimated chassis in the previous subsections, we design a procedure to predict the user behaviours.
Next activity prediction. We denote the timestamp of the most recent activity
up to time t (including t) as tn (tn  t), and the first activity after time t as tn+1 .

Given the collection of activities Xt (i.e., the historical activities Htn+1 = Xt until
time t), the conditional density function of the occurrence time of the next activity
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tn+1 is:
Pn+1 (t) = P(tn+1 = t|Htn+1 )
X
Y
=
i (t)
i2[M ]

i2[M ]

exp

✓

Z

t
i (s)ds
tn

◆

(5.16)

Hence, we could predict the timestamp of the next activity according to the following expectation:
⇥

⇤

tn+1 = E tn+1 |Htn+1 =

Z

1

tPn+1 (t)dt

(5.17)

tn

In the following, we can predict which individual most likely generates that activity
tn+1 via arg maxi2[M ]

P

i (t)
i2[M ]

i (t)

. Suppose that Ui issues the activity tn+1 . We

update the intensity { i (tn+1 )}i2[M ] with the informational influence and normative
influence at time t (since we cannot predict the content of the activity tn+1 , we use
I
N
the values ↵ij
(t), ↵ij
(t) for all i, j 2 [M ]) accordingly. Then, we can check whether

the activity tn+1 is an immigrant or an o↵spring via reconstructing the di↵usion
trees of the new collection of activities (i.e., Xt plus tn+1 ).
Future number of activities prediction. Predicting the future number of activities has broad applications, such as identifying potentially viral messages before
they become popular, and forecasting the e↵ect of external interventions. Given
the observations Xt up to time t, prediction of the number of activities from t to
a future time point t > t can be carried out as follows. We simulate the processes
{Ni }i2[M ] associated with the intensity functions in Eq. 5.3 over the interval (t, t]

conditional on Xt , and then calculate the average of the simulated activities. Intuitively, it is computationally expensive to generate a larger number of activities
for such simulation. Hence, we estimate the expected number of activities with the
expectation of the intensity conditional on Xt as follows:
Z
⇥X
⇤
⇥X t t
⇤
E
(Ni (t) Ni (t)|Ht = E
i (s)ds|Ht
i2[M ]

=

XZ

i2[M ]

i2[M ]

t t

0

Theorem 5.5. Suppose

E[ i (s)|Ht ]ds =

XZ

i2[M ]

0

t t

i (s)ds

(5.18)

0

is the mean intensity conditional on Xt over [0, t t].
P
P
Then under the Taylor approximation i (t) ⇡ Fi (µi )+Fi0 (µi ) j2[M ] tjl <t ↵ij (t) ij (t

tjl ),

i (s)

i (s)

satisfies the following Volterra integral equation:
Z s
X
0
↵ij (t)
⌧ ) j (⌧ )d⌧
i (s) = Fi (µi ) + Fi (µi )
ij (s
j2[M ]

0
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Figure 5.3: Model fitness (LogLike).

We solve the Volterra integral equation in Theorem 5.5 numerically via the trapezoidal rule [149]. Then we can obtain the conditional expectation of the future
number of activities according to Eq. 5.18, which is more efficient than the costly
simulation of a large number of activities.

5.3

Performance Study

In the section, we demonstrate the performance of chassis. We have implemented
the framework in Python. All experiments are performed on a 64-bit Windows
desktop with Intel(R) Core(TM) E5-1620V2 CPU@3.70 and 16GB RAM.
Strategies. We compare the following information di↵usion models that are most
germane to our work:
• NetRate [150]: A popular information di↵usion modeling technique in social
networks. Note that we only utilize the first activity of each individual because
it cannot model the recurrent activities.
• ADM4 [1]: It utilizes the mutually-exciting linear Hawkes model to capture temporal patterns of user behaviors, and infers the social influence by imposing both
low-rank and sparse regularization on the influence matrix.
• MMEL [2]: It captures the temporal dynamics of observed activities by linear
Hawkes processes, and learns the triggering kernels nonparametrically.
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• CHASSIS-L: Our proposed chassis model. Here, we set Fi (x) = x (i.e., linear

Hawkes processes). Initially, the base intensity µ is sampled from a uniform distribution over [0, 0.01] for each dimension, and the coefficients {

I
ij (t),

ij ,

N
ij (t)}i,j2[M ]

are generated from a uniform distribution on [0, 0.1].

• CHASSIS-E: Similar to CHASSIS-L, the only di↵erence is Fi (x) = ex (i.e., exponential Hawkes processes).

Remark. (a) NetRate is an information di↵usion model in continuous time domain
(i.e., not based on Hawkes processes); (b) Two Hawkes-based information di↵usion
models, one with parametric inference method (ADM4) and the other with semiparametric inference method (MMEL). Both the inference procedures involve the
branching structure.

5.3.1

Model Fitness and Prediction

Datasets. We use the following datasets: (a) Facebook : We collect the data via
Facebook Graph API (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api), comprising nearly 44 million public activities posted by 109, 211 individuals, from
March 2018 to May 2018; (b) Twitter : We gather the data via Twitter Streaming
API (https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs), containing nearly 52 million
public activities posted by 123, 972 individuals, from March 2018 to May 2018.
Additionally, we obtain the relationships among such individuals (i.e., who follows whom) in each dataset, which could be converted into an excitation matrix
A = [↵ij ]i,j2[M ] (↵ij = 1 if Uj follows Ui , otherwise ↵ij = 0) as the ground truth.
Utilizing such relationships, we grab the o↵spring activities of each immigrant
activity of each individual via a depth first search algorithm. We evaluate the scalability of chassis using these two datasets and extract two subsets of the datasets:
590,671 activities posted by 100,000 individuals in Facebook (denoted as SF ) and
the other with 671,810 activities posted by 110,000 individuals in Twitter (denoted
as ST ), for other experiments.
Model Fitness. We study how well chassis can explain the real-world data
by comparing it with other strategies. We use two evaluation metrics, namely
LogLike and RankCorr. In particular, LogLike is the log-likelihood of the estimated model on one test datasetcomp, and can be calculated as ln L(Xtest |⇥training )
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Figure 5.4: Model fitness (RankCorr).

ln

i (tik )

R ttest
0

i (s)ds

[1]. RankCorr calculates the average

Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between each row of influence matrix A and

0.2

estimated Â, to measure whether the relative order of the estimated social influences is correctly recovered [1]. We order all activities in a dataset chronologically,
and use the first 30%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% samples for training, respectively.

0

Figure 5.3 shows the performance using LogLike on the testing activities. Note

30%
50%
60%
70%
80%
Observe that LogLike increases as the number of activities for training increases, inproportion
of activities (ST )
0%
50%
60%
70%
dicating that more
training data
lead to better 80%
accuracy for all approaches. Clearly,
CHASSIS-L and CHASSIS-E perform significantly better than ADM4 and MMEL,
proportion
of activities (SF )
which indicates that chassis can capture the information di↵usion better than the
that we exclude NetRate as it could not model the recurrent activities in our data.

conformity-unaware strategies.
We are also interested in clarifying whether the superiority of chassis is due to
conformity-awareness or merely more flexible semi-parametric inference method.
To this end, we design two baselines, L-HP and E-HP, referring to our semiparametric inference algorithm under linear and exponential Hawkes, respectively,
with the intensities in Eq. 5.1. Notably, both methods are conformity-unaware. As
shown in Figure 5.3, both are inferior to CHASSIS-L and CHASSIS-E. Hence, model
fitness accuracy can be improved significantly when conformity is taken into account. On the other hand, both baselines exhibit better performance than ADM4
and MMEL. It implies that the proposed semi-parametric inference scheme also
improves model fitness performance.
Additionally, we investigate the importance of modeling both informational and
normative conformity in chassis by disabling one of them in Eq. 5.3. Specifically,
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I
I
ij (t)↵ij (t)

), and only quantify

in CHASSIS-LI (resp. CHASSIS-

LN) and CHASSIS-EI (resp. CHASSIS-EN). As shown in Figure 5.3, CHASSIS-L
(resp. CHASSIS-E) outperforms CHASSIS-LI (resp. CHASSIS-EI) and CHASSISLN (resp. CHASSIS-EN), endorsing the necessity of modeling both informational
conformity and normative conformity. All these approaches also outperform L-HP
and E-HP. Furthermore, CHASSIS-E (resp. CHASSIS-EI, CHASSIS-EN and E-HP)
always has higher LogLike than CHASSIS-L (resp. CHASSIS-LI, CHASSIS-LN and
L-HP), indicating that non-linear Hawkes processes are more suitable for capturing
the triggering patterns hidden in social activities.
The results using RankCorr (Figure 5.4) are qualitatively similar to LogLike. The
nonparametric estimation in MMEL embeds the influence matrix into the triggering
kernels, thus, RankCorr cannot be calculated for it.
In summary, chassis fits the real-world data better compared to conformityunaware information di↵usion models.
Prediction of Activities. We compare the performance in predicting the future
number of activities w.r.t the window size 4t = t

t. Note that since NetRate

fail to model recurrent activities, it cannot predict the future number of activities.
The mean intensity

i (s)

is evaluated by solving the equation in Theorem 5.5 for

all Hawkes-based strategies. Accordingly, the number of future activities during
R t+k4
P
each future time window is calculated from Nik = i2[M ] t+(k t1)4t i (s)ds. The
mean absolute error (MAE) is defined as
X
1 X
1
⇣=
i2[M ] tmax
k2[ tmax
M
t
4t

t

]

|N̂ik

Nik |
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Figure 5.6: Prediction and scalability (F=Facebook, T=Twitter ).

where M is the total number of individuals, Nik and N̂ik are the actual and predicted number of activities in the k th time window, and tmax is the end time of the
prediction period.
Figure 5.5 shows that error decreases with the increase in training data. In particular, it decreases quickly for ADM4 and MMEL. This confirms the superiority
of Hawkes processes in modeling information di↵usion. More importantly, both
CHASSIS-E and CHASSIS-L provide the best prediction performance for all cases,
indicating that conformity awareness significantly improves the prediction accu-
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paratively, our equation-based approach in Theorem 5.5 is more efficient than the
simulation-based approach (please refer to [103] for simulation details).
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Figure 5.7: Convergence study (LogLike).

Convergence. We demonstrate the convergence rate of chassis on Facebook
and Twitter datasets. Figure 5.7 reports the results using LogLike. Clearly, the
LogLike of CHASSIS-L and CHASSIS-E increase as the number of iterations grows
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and converge after 80 iterations on Facebook data. The performance on Twitter
data is qualitatively similar.
Scalability. We compare the scalability of chassis with other models using the
training time (i.e., model inference time) on Facebook and Twitter datasets. Figure 5.6(b) plots the training time in log-log scale. Clearly, the computation cost
of CHASSIS-L and CHASSIS-E scales almost linearly with the number of activities.
Except for NetRate, chassis performs the best. Since NetRate only deals with the
first activity of each individual, its training time is naturally faster.

5.3.2

Di↵usion Tree Inference

We now report the di↵usion tree inference quality in chassis using the datasets
from pheme (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6392078.v1) [151].

It

contains Twitter conversation threads (i.e., information cascades) associated with
di↵erent newsworthy topics including the Ferguson unrest, the shooting at Charlie
Hebdo, the shooting in Ottawa, the hostage situation in Sydney and the crash of
a Germanwings plane. Table 5.1 shows the statistics. Each conversation consists
of a source tweet conveying a rumour or a non-rumour and a tree of responses,
expressing their opinions toward the claim contained in the source tweet. Since the
di↵usion trees in each conversation are given, we use them as the ground truth for
evaluating the inferred di↵usion trees.
Table 5.1: Statistics of the pheme dataset.

Topic

#Cascades

#Activities

Charlie Hebdo

2,079
1,221
1,143
890
469

38,268
23,996
24,175
12,284
4,489

Sydney siege
Ferguson
Ottawa shooting
Germanwings-crash

Inferring the Di↵usion Trees. ADM4 and MMEL could infer the branching
structure by utilizing the linear accumulation of triggering kernels [1, 2]. We run
the four Hawkes-based strategies on each dataset, and construct the di↵usion trees
accordingly. We store the di↵usion trees in a binary matrix wherein the index of
the rows and the columns are the chronologically ordered activities. Comparing the
inferred branching structure with the ground truth, we evaluate the e↵ectiveness
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Table 5.2: Branching structure inference performance
Dataset
Charlie Hebdo
Sydney siege
Ferguson
Ottawa shooting
Germanwings-crash

ADM4
0.6547
0.6301
0.6122
0.6003
0.5634

MMEL
0.7031
0.6908
0.6743
0.6578
0.6020

Strategy
CHASSIS-L
0.7966
0.7804
0.7765
0.7523
0.7342

CHASSIS-E
0.8422
0.8380
0.8201
0.8130
0.8002

of all the aforementioned strategies in terms of F1-Score. Table 5.2 reports the
results. Observe that more activities (i.e., larger dataset) naturally improve the
inference accuracy. More importantly, both CHASSIS-E and CHASSIS-L outperform
the conformity-unaware strategies on all datasets, reemphasizing the importance
of conformity in information di↵usion. Again, CHASSIS-E outperforms CHASSISL significantly, indicating that non-linear Hawkes processes are more appropriate
than the linear ones.
Next Activity Prediction. We use the first 90% of each dataset for training and
keep the last 10% for testing. Given the estimated Hawkes-based models (excluding
NetRate), we predict the timestamp of the next activity, as well as the individual
who will issue it according to Section 5.2.3. Notably, whenever we have predicted a
next activity a, it is evaluated against the ground truth one. Afterwards, we append
this ground truth activity to the training set in order to update the corresponding
intensity functions (including the ground-truth parent-child relationship if it is an
immigrant in chassis), and then use the updated intensity functions to predict
another new activity. We perform this process iteratively over all tested samples.
Finally, we compute the MAE of the timestamp of the next activity according to
P
✏ = N (t1test ) i2[N (ttest )] |t̂i ti |, where N (ttest ) is the number of tested samples in
each dataset, t̂i and ti are the predicted and actual timestamp of the next activity.

Additionally, we calculate the average P
precision of predicted individual who will
generate the next activity according to

k2[N (ttest )]

I(ak 2Xi (ttest )^âk 2Xi (ttest ))
,
N (ttest )

where the

indicator function I( · ) is to decide whether the prediction of the individual generating the predicted activity âk is correct or not.

Figure 5.8(a) plots the MAE for predicting the timestamp of the next activity. Clearly, CHASSIS-L and CHASSIS-E outperform the baselines. Figure 5.8(b)
shows the precision for predicting which individual will generate the next activity.
CHASSIS-E is again the best predictor. The intensity update of ADM4 does not
involve the information of branching structure, hence, it has the worst performance
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Figure 5.8: Prediction performance of the next activity.

in both prediction scenarios. MMEL utilizes the branching structure while updating
the triggering kernels nonparametrically.

5.3.3

Comparison with Other Integration Methods

We set two types of Hawkes processes referring to our semi-parametric inference
approach (Section 5.2) as follows:
• L-HP: the linear Hawkes processes associated with the intensity in Eq.5.1 under
our modified Euler integration method (denoted as LE-HP), Trapezoidal rule

[152] (denoted as LT-HP), and Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method (denoted as
LF-HP) respectively.
• E-HP: the exponential Hawkes processes associated with the intensity in Eq.5.1
under our modified Euler integration method (denoted as EE-HP), Trapezoidal
rule (denoted as ET-HP), and Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method (denoted as
EF-HP) respectively.
Initially, the base intensity µ is sampled from a uniform distribution over [0, 0.01]
for each dimension, and the coefficients {↵ij }i,j2[M ] are generated from a uniform
distribution on [0, 0.1]. We compare the performance of these three integration
methods in terms of accuracy (LogLike) and convergence speed (computation time)
on SF and ST datasets (see details in Section 5.3). For each dataset, we order all
activities chronologically, and use the first 30%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% samples for
training, respectively.
Figure 5.9 shows the performance of di↵erent integration methods manifested
through LogLike. Clearly, under the same Hawkes process (i.e., the same form
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Figure 5.10: Convergence of integration methods.

of intensity function in Eq.5.1), the three integration methods exhibit similar accuracy on abundant activities (i.e., the time interval is long enough).
Figure 5.10 demonstrates the computation time under di↵erent integration methods. Under the same Hawkes process (i.e., the same form of intensity function in
Eq. 5.1), our modified Euler integration method shows superior convergence speed
than the Trapezoidal rule and the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method. That is,
LE-HP (resp. EE-HP) is superior to LT-HP (resp. ET-HP) and LF-HP (resp. EFHP). Accordingly, our modified Euler integration method shows the best efficiency.
Note that in the numerical scheme, the Trapezoidal rule requires evaluating

i (t)

twice at each timestep and the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method requires evaluating

i (t)

calculates

four times at each timestep. In contrast, the Euler integration only

i (t)

once at each timestep.
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Conclusions

A significant omission in existing online information di↵usion models is the role
played by conformity, a fundamental human trait according to social psychology
theories. We propose a novel framework called chassis to address this limitation
by integrating informational conformity and normative conformity into Hawkes
process-based information di↵usion model. Specifically, we detect and quantify
conformity by analyzing the triggering relations among the activities represented
as di↵usion trees. We propose an efficient semi-parametric inference algorithm,
wherein the parametric evaluation procedure assists in identifying conformity of
individuals, and the nonparametric procedure learns the triggering kernel functions
flexibly in a data-driven way without the need of prior domain knowledge. Our
experimental study not only demonstrates superiority of chassis compared to
conformity-unaware models but also emphasizes the pivotal role conformity plays
in information di↵usion.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter retrospectively summarizes our proposed contributions in this thesis.
The theoretical analysis and practical experiments have demonstrated the significant role conformity plays in online information di↵usion. We first summarise the
contributions made by this dissertation and then highlight some interesting future
research at the intersection of social psychology and information di↵usion.

6.1

Summary

In this thesis, we model and learn the interaction between conformity of individuals
and online information di↵usion under the framework of multivariate Hawkes processes (MHPs), including exploring the triggering relations among social activities,
constructing di↵usion trees, and predicting individual activities.
In Chapter 4, we investigate a novel MHPs setting, hybrid MHPs, by incorporating
heterogeneous link functions to cover diverse e↵ect of historical activities on future
activities during information di↵usion. Then we design two inference strategies
to explore the corresponding branching structure which describes which activity
triggers which activities. We firstly propose a novel probabilistic model called
BRUNCH to infer the posterior distribution of the event links (i.e., the triggering
relations in each sequence) and cluster links (i.e., the cross-sequence triggering
relations). It models a number of intensity-driven prior distributions over such underlying links according to intensity-driven Chinese restaurant processes. Then, we
81
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propose MEDIA to approximately infer the posterior distribution. Furthermore, we
develop a variational inference-based approach called VIDEO to speed up the slow
convergence of MEDIA. Although BRUNCH demonstrates superior performance empirically, the strongly coupled event links and cluster links adversely impacts the
inference efficiency especially in the presence of a large number of social activities. To this end, we propose a flexible probabilistic model called PICTURE to
infer the branching structure of hybrid MHPs by deducing the Papangelous conditional intensity to weigh the extent to which removing one activity will a↵ect the
subsequent activities in chronological order.
In Chapter 5, we propose a novel framework called chassis to model online information di↵usion in social networks by incorporating conformity. We quantitatively capture two types of conformity, informational conformity and normative
conformity respectively by utilizing the di↵usion trees constructed according to
the branching structure of MHPs. Then we exploit the PICTURE model to propose a novel semi-parametric inference approach wherein the parametric evaluation
procedure assists in identifying conformity of individuals, and the non-parametric
procedure learns the triggering kernel functions flexibly in a complete data-driven
way without the prior domain knowledge. Through extensive experiments, we
demonstrate the superiority of chassis compared to conformity-unaware information di↵usion models, and emphasize the pivotal role conformity of individuals
plays during di↵usion process.

6.2

Future Directions and Challenges

The work reported in this thesis takes a seminal concrete step to incorporate social
psychology in designing information di↵usion model. Specifically, we focus on conformity of individuals in a social network. Clearly, other social psychology theories
that play pivotal role in online information di↵usion can be also explored in this
settings. For example, the impact of confirmation bias [153], a latent tendency to
notice, focus on, and give greater credence to evidences that fit with ones prior
beliefs, has not been explored systematically in online information di↵usion. This
is a technically challenging problem for several reasons. Firstly, how to formally
define and quantify confirmation bias? Social psychology research presents a set of
confirmation biases, rather than one unified confirmation bias [154]. Confirmation
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bias perhaps occurs when people gather or recall information selectively, or when
people interpret information in a biased way [155, 156]. Intuitively, the impact
of confirmation bias is stronger for emotionally charged issues and for deeply entrenched beliefs. Secondly, how to design a framework to reconcile confirmation
bias and mutual influence to understand the information di↵usion in social networks? The influence from others potentially frame individuals’ behaviours and
beliefs in personalized ways. Besides, in the presence of confirmation bias, individuals likely broadcast the information they are selectively exposed to, leading to
online “echo chambers” where similar opinions keep being bounced around [157].
Such mechanism generates opinion polarization, which potentially brings in a redistribution of influence. Thirdly, how to capture the joint dynamics of confirmation
bias and conformity in online information di↵usion? In this dissertation, we focused on building a conformity-aware information di↵usion model. However, if we
consider confirmation bias, then we need to augment this model to incorporate
the interplay of both confirmation bias and conformity in modelling information
di↵usion accurately. We plan to explore this interesting direction of research in the
future.

Appendix A
Proofs
A.1
A.1.1

Appendix of Chapter 4
Proof of Theorem 4.1

We note that
˜ B, C) = ⌘(B̃, C|X,
˜ B, C)q(B̃, C|X,
˜ B, C)
T (B̃, C|X,
hence, we obtain:
˜ B, C)
Pr(X, B, C)T (B̃, C|X,

˜ B, C)q(B̃, C|X,
˜ B, C)
= Pr(X, B, C)⌘(B̃, C|X,

˜
˜ Pr(X, B, C)q(B̃, C|X,
˜ B, C)
= min Pr(X, B̃, C)q(B,
C|X, B̃, C),
˜ B, C), Pr(X, B̃, C)q(B,
˜
˜
= min Pr(X, B, C)q(B̃, C|X,
C|X, B̃, C)
˜
˜
˜
= Pr(X, B̃, C)q(B,
C|X, B̃, C)⌘(B,
C|X, B̃, C)
˜ (B, C|X, B̃, C)
˜
= Pr(X, B̃, C)T

Hence, the resulting Markov chain is reversible, and the MH proposal satisfies
detailed balance.

A.1.2

Proof of Lemma 4.2

Let the maximum number of iterations of MH-Gibbs sampling be L. Let us
represent the maximum number of event links and cluster links as na and nc ,
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respectively. Then the time complexity per iteration is O(M 3 n3a nc ). Typically,

M ⌧ na , M ⌧ nc . The unchangeable chronological order between parent event
and child event corresponds to a sparse filter. We ignore the event links kept in the
upper triangular part of matrix S. Then the complexity is reduced to O(M 3 n2a nc ).
Furthermore, when the parameters in Eq. 4.2 are sparse, the event links and cluster

links sampled from prior distributions will be sparse. Therefore, time complexity
of MEDIA is O(LM 3 n2a nc ).

A.1.3

Proof of Theorem 4.3

According to Bayes’s Theorem, we obtain Pr(B, C|X) =

Pr(X,B,C)
.
Pr(X)

After a simple

exchange:

Pr(X) =

Pr(X, B, C)
Pr(B, C|X)

(A.1)

Take the log to both sides of Eq. A.1, and then, divide both sides by the variational
distribution q(B, C; #). So,
log Pr(X) = log Pr(X, B, C)

= log Pr(X, B, C)

log Pr(B, C|X) = log

log q(B, C; #)

log

Pr(X, B, C)
q(B, C; #)

log

Pr(B, C|X)
q(B, C; #)
(A.2)

Pr(B, C|X)
q(B, C; #)

Take expectation on both sides of Eq. A.2 with respect to q(B, C; #), so that
⇥

⇤

Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X) =

⇥

Eq(B,C;#) log

⇥
⇤
Pr(B, C|X) ⇤
+Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X, B, C) log q(B, C; #)
q(B, C; #)
(A.3)

⇥
⇤
wherein q(B, C; #) does not depend on Pr(X), hence, Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X) = log Pr(X).
The Eq. A.3 works to be:
⇥
⇥
q(B, C; #) ⇤
log Pr(X) = Eq(B,C;#) log
+ Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X, B, C)
Pr(B, C|X)
⇥

log q(B, C; #)

= DKL q(B, C; #)|| Pr(B, C|X) + Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X, B, C)
Since DKL q(B, C; #)|| Pr(B, C|X)

(A.4)
log q(B, C; #)

⇤

0, in this case, minimizing DKL q(B, C; #)|| Pr(B, C|X)

amounts to maximizing the evidence lower bound L,
⇥

⇤

L = Eq(B,C;#) log Pr(X, B, C)

log q(B, C; #)

⇤

(A.5)
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Appendix of Chapter 5
Proof of Lemma 5.1 (Sketch)

The Line 5 and Line 9 of Algorithm 5.1 compute the influence degree and context
stance for each parent-child pair of activities in Nij (t), respectively. Suppose the
maximum number of parent-child activity pairs in {Nij }i,j2[M ] is Nmax . Hence,

the computation cost of Algorithm 5.1 is O(M 2 Nmax ), where M is the number of

dimensions (i.e., individuals).

A.2.2

Proof of Lemma 5.2 (Sketch)

We denote the number of activities in one cascade c (c 2 Cij ) as |c|. At most
c has |c|(|c|

1) pairs of activities that satisfy ajl happens before aik . So the

worse-case time complexity of Algorithm 5.2 is O(M 2 m2 n), where n the number

of informational cascades in Cij , m = max |Cij | ⌧ M is the maximum number of
activities in a single cascade and M is the number of dimensions (i.e., individuals).

A.2.3

Proof of Theorem 5.3 (Sketch)

We discretize the observation window (0, t] into I intervals of equal length h = It .
Let tk = kh for k = 0, 1, . . . , I. Then we define the following recursive sequence:

wherein ⇤i (tk ) =

R tk
0

⇤i (tk+1 ) = ⇤i (tk ) + h⇤0i (tk )
i (s)ds.

(A.6)

According to Taylor’s Theorem, each recursion gen-

erates a first-order truncation error as follows:
h2
h2 0
e = O(⌧ ) = ⇤00i (⌧ ) =
(⌧ )
(A.7)
2
2 i
0 (⌧ )
wherein i2 is assumed to be constant. As a consequence, given the interval length
h, the accumulated truncation error after all recursions equals to:
I
X
h2 0
t h2 0
t 0i (⌧ )
E=
e=I·
(⌧
)
=
·
(⌧
)
=
h
2 i
h 2 i
2
k=1

(A.8)

Next, we iterate the above approximation calculation in Eq. A.6 with more intervals
(i.e., lager I, smaller h):
(m)

(m)

⇤i (tk+1 ) = ⇤i (tk ) + hm i (tk )

(A.9)
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until reaching a prescribed error tolerance ⇠. That is to say, we devise a sequence
(m+1)

hm (m = 1, 2, . . .) until |⇤i

(m)

(tIm+1 )

⇤i (tIm )| becomes small enough. We

deduce the interval length hm+1 of next iteration according to the accumulated
thm
2

0
i (⌧ )

⇤i (tIm )

⇤i

truncation error Em =
(m)

and Em

(m 1)

thm 1 0
i (⌧ )
2
0
t (⌧ )
= i (hm

=

1

(tIm 1 )

as following:

hm 1 )
(A.10)
2
Accordingly, the next iteration will produce an truncation error within ⇠ if
(m)

(m 1)

⇤ (tIm ) ⇤i
(tIm 1 )
t 0i (⌧ )
⇠ |
hm+1 | = | i
hm+1 |
2
(hm hm 1 )
So, the next interval length hm+1 is determined by
⇠(hm 1 hm )
hm+1  (m)
(m 1)
|⇤i (tIm ) ⇤i
(tIm 1 )|
Concretely, we yield the adaptive interval length iteratively
⇢⇠(hm 1 hm )
hm+1 = (m)
(A.11)
1
|⇤i (tIm ) ⇤m
(t
)|
Im 1
i
for some coefficient ⇢ < 1 to reduce the total number of iterations. Obviously,
(m+1)

(0) = hm+1 µi . According to the recursive sequence in Eq. A.6, the (m + 1)th
Rt
iteration yields an approximation of 0 i (s)ds as follows:
✓
◆
(m+1)
⇤i
(t) = hm+1 µi + i (t1 ) + . . . + i (tIm+1 )
(A.12)
⇤i

Below, we characterize the accuracy of the above Euler method. At time tk in the
mth iteration, we obtain the real truncation error:
(m)

(m)

⇤ (tk+1 ) ⇤i (tk )
e = i
hm
Rearrange the above equation:
(m)

(m)

(⇤(m) )0 (tk )

(m)

⇤i (tk+1 ) = ⇤i (tk ) + hm (⇤(m) )0 (tk ) + hm e(m)

(A.13)

(A.14)

Refer to our definition in Eq.A.6:
⇤i (tk+1 ) = ⇤i (tk ) + hm ⇤0i (tk )
i (t)

(A.15)

is Lipschitz continuous, hence,
(m)

|

(⇤i )0 (t)

⇤0i (t)

|  Li
(m)
⇤i (t) ⇤i (t)
Subtract Eq.A.14 from Eq.A.15, and then substitute Eq.A.16,
(m)

|⇤i (tk+1 )

⇤i (tk+1 )|

(A.17)

(m)

⇤i (tk ) + hm (⇤i )0 (tk )

|⇤i (tk )

(m)

⇤i (tk )| + hm |(⇤i )0 (tk )

|⇤i (tk )

⇤i (tk )| + hm Li |⇤i (tk )

=|⇤i (tk )
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(1 + hm Li )|⇤i (tk )

(A.16)

hm ⇤0i (tk ) + hm e(m) |
⇤0i (tk )| + hm |e(m) |

⇤i (tk )| + hm |e(m) |

⇤i (tk )| + hm |e(m) |
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(m)

We denote the estimation error at time tk+1 as Wk+1 = ⇤i (tk+1 )

⇤i (tk+1 ),

accordingly,
Wk+1 (1 + hm Li )Wk + hm |e(m) |

 Wk 1 (1 + hm Li ) + hm |e(m) | (1 + hm Li ) + hm |e(m) |
..
.
W0 (1 + hm Li )k+1

+ hm |e(m) | 1 + (1 + hm Li ) + · · · + (1 + hm Li )i

W0 (1 + hm Li )k+1 + hm |e(m) |

(1 + hm Li )k+1 1
1 + h m Li 1

|e(m) |
(1 + hm Li )k+1
Li
|e(m) |
W0 (1 + hm Li )k+1 +
(1 + hm Li )k+1
Li
|e(m) |
(1 + hm Li )k+1 W0 +
Li
(m)
|e |
ehm Li (k+1) W0 +
Li
W0 (1 + hm Li )k+1 +

That is, Wk  ehm Li k W0 +

|e(m) |
Li

1

. Substituting hm Im = t and W0 = 0 into the

above equation, we obtain the upper bound of the estimation error in the mth
iteration:
WIm  e Li t

|e(m) |
O(⌧ ) Li t
=
e
Li
Li

That is,
|⇤i (t)

(m)

⇤i (t)| 

O(4t) Li t
e
Li

wherein O(4t) denotes the first-order truncation error.

A.2.4

Proof of Lemma 5.4 (Sketch)

During each iteration of inferring chassis, we first run the parametric procedure.
Evaluating the log-likelihood (updating the intensity function and its integral)
requires O(max{Im } ⇥ m) operations according to Eq. A.12, and updating the
parameters ⇥ costs O(M ) operations according to the 14th ⇠ 18th lines of Algo-

rithm 5.3. Therefore, per iteration computation cost of the parametric procedure
is O(M + max{Im } ⇥ m).
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A.2.5
We use

Proof of Theorem 5.5 (Sketch)
i (s)

tion [0, t

to indicate the mean intensity conditioned on Xt over the time dura-

t]. Substituting the following Taylor approximation:
X X
0
↵ij (t) ij (t tjl )
i (t) ⇡ Fi (µi ) + Fi (µi )

(A.18)

j2[M ] tjl <t

into

i (s),

we obtain the following Volterra integral equation:
i (s)

= E[ i (s)|Ht ]

X X
= E Fi (µi ) + Fi0 (µi )
↵ij (t)
j2[M ] tjl <s



= E Fi (µi ) +


= E Fi (µi ) +

Fi0 (µi )
Fi0 (µi )

= Fi (µi ) +

Fi0 (µi )

= Fi (µi ) +

Fi0 (µi )

X

↵ij (t)

j2[M ]

X

↵ij (t)

j2[M ]

X

↵ij (t)

j2[M ]

X

j2[M ]

↵ij (t)

Z
Z

Z
Z

(A.19)
ij (s

tjl )|Ht

ij (s

⌧ )dNj (⌧ )|Ht

ij (s

⌧ ) j (⌧ )d⌧ |Ht

s

0
s
0

s

⇥

ij (s

⌧ )E

ij (s

⌧ ) j (⌧ )d⌧

0
s

j (⌧ )|Ht

⇤

d⌧

0

The above equation could be solved numerically via the trapezoidal rule [149].
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